j
Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Jan. 14, 1912.
Topic.-How to win youn*c people to
Christ.—Prov. xi. 30; Rev. xxl:. K 17.
(Honor ry members' meeting ) Edited by
Rev. Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.
The youuk should bt* won for Christ.
It is in "tbs days of our youtb” tbat
should remember our Creator.
We
Moreover, it is in youthful days tbat
the heart is more easily won and that
Christ is frund. "They that seek Me
After youtb
early shall find Me."
rome the evil days, in which we so
Seldom find pleasure in serving the
Lord unless we have already begun to
it is a well established fact
do so.
that the vast majority of conversions
take place before the age of twenty
years lias been reached. How important. therefore, the winning of young
people to Christ: Thty may not understand all things, but who ever
does? The oldest saint must confeas
And
that be knows but “in part.”
why. then, should more be required
The heart that is old
of youth?
enough to love and to obey is old
enough to be consecrated to Christ.
No
The young should lie sought.
No
one is won without being sought.
without the invitation.
comes
one
The spirit says. “Come,” to the young.
The church also should Invite them to
come, and he who has beard and accepted should say. "Come.”
To win the young the gospel should
The ways
be attractively presented.
of religion should be shown to be
wnys of pleasantness and of peace.
That which is attractive appeals to
youth. The mind and heart are just
unfolding, and the beautiful and atAnd
tractive have peculiar charms.
what, after all. if properly presented.
attractive than
Is
more
religion?
What can l>e made more beautiful to
youth than the idea of serving God?
What personality in all history is
more appealing than the
personality
of Christ? Having been lifted up. He
is able to draw all unto Him, and es-

While in tones that thrilled with earnestness
the blue-clad man implored:
“O, there’s plenty room up front there, if
you’ll move along and hunt;
Step a little lively people, for there’s room up
front.
If we'd heed that little lesson

Will

U1C

we

a

struggle

dull, half-

hearted way,
If we’d make a resolution that we’d do oar
work so well
That unless the others bustled we’d be certain'to excel.
We should feel a lot less crowded ss we do our

lively, there’d be
—Selected

room

up

by M. F. S. B.

Dear A uni Madae and Sutlers of the M. B. C:
This is a lovely Christmas morning. “Wish
you a Merry Cbristmas.likewise a Happy New
Year.” Much sympathy for the invalids and
the homes with a vacant chair. Would say to
the sister confined at home by a helpless aunt
that it is much easier to be the burden-bearer
than the burden, or, in other words, it is much
easier, hard though it may be, to care for sick
ones, than to be sick yourself.
I speak from experience. For many years I
bad helpless ones to care for and was confined
to the house very closely.
It was always such
a pleasure to get any little thing to please
them—the first flowers or ferns. Now, I have
been ill for six months. Am gaining a little.
v’.ad, but I can
Every one has be*n
realize now how much more blessed to give
than to receive.
I could do very little to help Santa Claus
this year, but be has been very thoughtful of

JKUUg

be enthusiastically presented. Youth
Is the age of enthusiasm. Too often
the young are repelled or made Indifferent by the prosaic way In which
Christ is presented to them. It was
the enthusiasm of the multitude at the
time of the public entry of Christ into
Jerusalem that moved the whole city
toward Pirn, and only such a presentation of Him can win the world today
and especially the young people of
the world. The minds and hearts of
the young can be made to glow under
enthusiastic appeal, but no half
an
hearted. Indifferent message can reach
them, and why should not the greatest
of all themes be presented with the
deepest earnestness and the most ardent enthusiasm?
To win the young the gospel must
The desire
be practically presented.
for achievement is a characteristic of
youth. Christian Endeavor has fully
It has won
demonstrated this fact.
and held millions of young people "for
Christ and the church" by giving them
something to do. The thought of future glory has little charm for youth.
It prefers the possibility of present
achievement and hence can only be
won by the prospect of immediate activity. Nor need it be denied. There
is abundance of work to be done.
The young shall be willing to be won.
The Spirit is calling. The church and
Christians are giving the Invitation.
To refuse to hear the call in youth Is
to run a great risk.
With advancing
the probability of accepting
years
Christ grows increasingly less. “Now
is the accepted time
Now Is the day
of salvation."
"Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth.”

me.

My letters are necessarily short, bat may
each day bring you something fair to hold in
memory.
Sincerely,
E.
_

hear from you again,
but we are sorry to know that another of
our number has had an experience of ill-

It is

ness.

a

pleasure to

We

hope you will continue to im-

prove in health until you

are

well

again.

Thanks for all good wishes, and thanks
also to all who remembered me New Year’s.
Dear

Aunt

Madae.

Perhaps Ann would like H. O. B.’s recipe far
cooking macaroni, which was published in
the column several years ago:
‘‘break into inch pieces one cup macaroni
and boil in salted water until done (about
one-half hour). Drain in a colander and pour
cold water through it to keep it from sticking
together. Make a white sauce from two teaspoonfuls of butter mixed with a heaping teaspoonful of flour, then gradually add one cup
hot milk; let it come to a boil, add salt and
pepper, pour over the macaroni; take twothirds cup fine bread crumbs mixed with a
little,melted butter, and spread on top. bake
until the crumbs are brown.”
H. O. B.

Many

My way of cooking macaroni is to boil it in^

until nearly done, pour cold water
through it, drain, add a little milk, salt, butter and pepper, and cook until done. It is
nice covered with grated cheese and browned
C.
in the oven.
water

___________

I call this C, “Clat,’’ and thank

inquiry.

we

tbankti

for tbe Above Article.

Hancock

LAMOINK, 284.

served.

possible

|

De you know that fully nine out of
every ten cases of rheumatism are simply
f rheumatism of the muscles due to cold or
damp, or chronic rheumatism, and require
no internal treatment whatever?
Apply
! Chamberlain’s Liniment freely and see
how quickly it gives relief. For sale by
all dealers.
• 100 Per Plate
was paid at a banquet to Henry Clay, in New
Orleans iu 1842- Mighty costly for those with
stomach trouble or
indigestion.
To-day
people everywhere use Ur. King’s New Life
Pills for these troubles as well as liver,
kidnev and bowel disorders. Easy, safe, sure.
Only 25 cts at all druggists.

RAJ* lOW. AM. WORTH BBOOKBTItXA.

Rainbow grange met in regular session
Jan. 4, with sixty members present, including visiting men,bers from Booth
Broolcavtlle grange. After the uanal order
of opening, one application was balloted
Officers were installed by Deputy N.
on.
L. Heath, eaaisted by W. N. Gray and

__

_

ITARRAMIS8IC,

Dear Aunt Madge:
I am writing this letter on Thanksgivingday, and a glorious day it is. too. It’s all sunshine.and I am wearing my summer salt. Our
turkey is on cooking, it mast be nearlydone
We are expecting live New Englanders to dine
with ns. Now to resume our traveiing:
June 7,1911. I go to Boston, on the “elevated” to see if I can find a nephew and sn old
acquaintance, and although I And their respective places of business, neither of them

newly-elected
Hjtchins, master; Eugene L. Dorr,

chaplain; Dorothy

OCEAN VIEW.

One way to happiness. The secret of happiis not in doing what one likes, but iu
one has to do.

Ocean

it

empty.

to find

“Very funny,” said she: MI
find things where I lay them.”

grunge

vncceaafnl

Parciibh,

nh™

Uailroabs enb Stramboatg.

VIEW, 357, SALISBURY OOVR.
installation of officers took place at
the regular meeting of the grartga Wednesday evening. Installing Master Julian
and hi* aids

performed

their
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Reaolrtfd, That in appieelation of her personal worth, we tender our hear*? sympathy
to the family.
JfKsoived, That our altar be draped In
mourning for thirty day*, a copy of tbrae
resolution* be made a part of our records, a
copy seat to the bereaved family, also to the
papers for publication.
Masv O OtLUS,
Mao*.ia <raise*,
Mast bl Htvmtv.

BCHOODIC, 42U, FRANKLIN.
Schoodic grange beld its regular meeting Jan. 4, with twenty-nine members and

present. After the usual business of the evening, officers were installed
by Past Master J. 1). Perkins, assisted by
G. B. Scam mod and Ethel Hooper. After
one

visitor

the installation refreshment* were served.
The next meeting will be held Jan. II.

PAMOLA,

2ft6, HANCOCK.

Death has entered «*ur order, and Pamola
No. 2A5, P. of H.. is called to mourn
the loss of its worthy lecturer, Bessie- 8.
Walker, therefore be it
Retolrtd. That the removal of one who *»»
always '‘cornpassionate and forgiving".leste*
a vacancy that will be deeply realized by
her
many friends and sorrowing relatives, and the
memory of her cheerful voice, pleasant greetings and willing service will linger long to
inspire ns to do better work and to exemplify
in our daily lives the principles of our order.
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program

reading,
a

was presented
constating of a
vocal and instrumental music and

Ellsworth.

H. D WALDRON.
General Pasarnger Agent.
MORKiH McDonald.
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland. Maine-

sketch, “Bridgets Mistake.”

skikiwk-k, M.
Sedgwick grange held its regular meetI ing Jan. 5. One candidate au elected to
| membership. Tbe lecturer prevented au
intereating program as follows: Singing,
Slaters Parser and Pert;
negro dialogue,

Eastern Steamship Company
Reduced Winter Fare*.

Bro. and Sister

Ferguson, Bro. Pert and
Young; singing, Bro. Hay Thurston;
exercise, Sisters Bulah, Hattie
j dumbbell
j and Virginia Alien and Faye Orcutt;
singing, Sister Susie Cole; recitation,
Sister
j snd Nellie Pervear; singing, “Reuben
tiachaei," worthy master and worthy
chaplain; recitation. Sister
Parker;
charade; singing, Sister Parker; dialogue.
Sister Virginia
Alien, Bros. Leighton and

i

Sister

St« pies.

It

was

voted to

change the lime of open-

iog ,tne grange meetings Irom 7.30 to 7
standard.
There were about 100 visitors and members present. The Pomona
grange net
With oa In the day. Several from Brooklin, East Bluebiil and South Bluebit!

&

JSP™*
td!
The

The Family Laxative
and Worm Medicine
B

BEECH HILL.
Mias Flora Richardson is
visiting relatives at West Tremont.

B
>

elf
Ij,I

Bar Harbor and Boston #3.50.
Bluebill and Boston #3.50.

“>
Steamer Boothbay leeeee Her Harbor 1* a
Monday and Thursday for Sea) Harbor. North,
Bass
east Harbor, Maetet, southwest Harbor,

Harbor, Stoolngtoo. North

land, connectloe wtih
Mloeola

Steamer

llnern end Hockfor Boston.

steamer

lenres

»

Bluebill

a

m

Monday and Thursday lor South Blue: HI,
Brootlio, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, SergvnnId*,
South BraOktvUM. Durk Uertior and Roctlar. l.
connecting with

elearner

for lloetua.

arruKNiNo

9torm

‘"J «*me to the
meeting.
worthy master Irom Penobscot was
l'r'‘*ctlL ai l gave interesting remarks.
Officers will be installed next
Friday
evening. Cage and coffee will be served.

P

j
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|

ELIXIR
there will be lees of suffering among the little
folks. True’s Elixir has wonderful tome proper ties. It tones the stomach, aids digestion,
creates pore blood, eliminates waste and keeps
the whole physical machine la working order.
Mothers I you can't afford to be without it. At
all dealers, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
It expels worms from children or adults.
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“Her toil is past, her work^s done.
And sbe is fully blest.
She fought the fight, t he victory won.
And entered into rest.”
/kVsoleerf, That we extend to the bereaved
husband and family of our deceased sister our
kindliest sympathies and assurances, that we

M

A

I

AM, AM
• Como m

MABMAPAqCA, 477, SOUTH RLUBHtLL.
Massapaqua grange met Jan. 4, with
*
forty-five members and eleven visitors
Daily except Sunday.
present. The third and fourth degrees !
Daily except Monday.
were
conferred on two candidates. A j Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a tti and 4 Jt
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth It.Oft a m. 10ft!
harvest least was served. Officers for the
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
ensuing year were installed in so able hud
: 8tops on signal to conductor.
impressive manner by Bro. John Wood, of
fHtops only to leave passengers from points
00
Washington County Railroad.
hast Blue*bill grange, assisted
by Edith
are earnestly request! y to proPassengers
and Italic Candagr, Julia by 1 water and B.
cure tickets before entering the train*, *~d
E. Sylvester, jr., as marshals. A short
•specially F.llsworth to Fails and Fall* to

grange.

I

AM

Portland.Iv.

Commluec.

MEMORIAL RKSOLCTIOXS.

ies, that little form, thin, emaciated, burning with fever
and tossing in dreams, might even now be the embodiment
of physical health if ye*, mother, had taken the means to
prevent sickness which every mother may take if she will.
Serious ills grow from little ailments, and when mothers
realize this and prevent stomach trouble, indigestion, torpid
liver, bowel complaint and kindred disorders with now
and then a dose of

j

*>

In buHilIng np puny,
delicate, ailing
children, 1* became It la a combination of the two moat world-famed
tonlee—the medicinal bodybuilding
el*,
menta of cod liver oil, aided
by the
blood making and
strangth-creatlng
properties of tonlo Iron.
If we can Induce you to try a bottle
of Vinol aa a body-bollder
and
atrength-creetor for your child, and
you do not find It la all w* claim, w*
wITI return your money on demand.
Q. A.
Ellaworih, Me.

fit *7 lU 31 ;
Ocean View grange beld it* regular j greater granary above a aheaf of the richest Kgery'A Mill..: ».
23 Jll *4
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You Might Have
I Saved The Child! I

;

VinoX

.

BAY

regular Kmery

SbbRtistmtnt*.

1

Ohio*

The

_

ness

only

treasurer;

its

“It Motored our little
daughter to
health and atrength after
ele* had failed. It Ustrn everythin*
ao good .he
lovH to take It-not a bit of
cod Uver
"* C W 8,un>P'
Canton,

New Ontury grange al its last meeting
Dat-uVar
received four applications lor membership. An all-day session will be held Jan.
27 to install officers. An invilation ha* ! GaotteiASA:
I dnn-t like your cook book—It
dnern't
been extended to Deputy Norths I. Heath recommend Gold Modal
Flour.
Inotuoa
to act as Installing officer.

508, CENTER.
beld

VH\rt

Pauper Not ter.

|

liking what

Tbe hen returned to her nest

Vitw

I could indue*
every roa*v.
delicate, glcMy child. to
d*,,clon* <**1 liver ht>n
tonic,

AVISO contracted with the City ot
Bile
•orth to aupport and care tor tboae nha
»»y need uilrtun during the neat Oo
r»«« »n4»ru legal reatdenla
ll.wi
torbid ail poraona treating them on nt a*.
»*»• ‘A plenty of room ao.l
.ctomodatlona to earn toy them at the
City Barm
«■"»»*M. J.

meeting Dec. 28, with thirty-(our patrons in a beautiful and imprewiv* manner,
present. After the usual business, officers j The retiring master, Julieo Kmery, made
s brief speech, which *a» followed by rewere elected for the ensuing year as follows:
Master, Herbert L. Sawyer; over- ! marks by Worthy Master Harry Stearns.
user, t rank L. Hodgdon; lecturer. Carmen ! At recess a treat of apple* was enjoyed.
Harper; steward, Kobert Dow ; assistant Two names were balloted on and accepted.
steward, George Dow; treasurer, Mabel
Bay View grange w ill entertain Portions
Somes; secretary, Ida Hodgdon; gate- on Wednesday, Jan 10.
keeper, John Hodgdon; Ceres, Addie FarHALCYON, 346, NORTH TOT'SHILL.
rell; Pomona, Marjorie Hodgdon; Flora,
mkworial iRMirnosa
May Harper; lady assistant steward, Lucy
j tt'fcrrva*, The silent reaper, Death, baa
Keed.

j
motto.

Eldridge,

Strong by Vinol

_

H

NEW CESTI HV, *1. PRI1HAM.

over-

Valentine, secretary; Fred Buck,
gatekeeper; Clara M. Hutchins, Ceres;
| May L. Buck, Pomona; Alice G. Brown,
! Flora; Lilia Hubbard, lady assistant
; steward.

exact.

week’s

P.

stew, cake
served. Proceeds of the
Tbe lire escape on tbe

Xnbrntsomt*.

At recess, dam

and coffee were
evening, f28.80.
ball is completed.

Clara A.

New Bedford has many fine buildings, and in
another letter I will tel) you about some of
them; but wbat I enjoy most just now is,
looking at and studying the quaint old buildings. They must have a very interesting
history, which I would like to know.
Along the way of the railroad, yesterday, I
took notice of both the old and the new of
farmhouses, resting on granite foundations,
many of them shingied from sill to ridgepole;
small panes of glass iu windows; big chimney
in the middle of the roof of the main part of
many, topped out so as to straddle the ridgeMany of these shingled houses are unpainted. There are those that are clapboarded; most of them painted white, having
green blinds. How pretty they are. set in
green fields, with apple orchards about them.
The daisy is very much in evidence, as it ever
has been since and long before my father and
brothers swung their scythes among them and
drank sweetened, gingered water from the
‘‘little brown jug” kept on the shady side of
the big rock-pile.
After lunch this afternoon I visit Fair
Haven, and from there I board an electric car
going to Marion, were I stop over night, visiting another niece. I have had a splendid
Susan.
night's rest, and this is June 10.

Clara 8now.

C. E. Valseer; Carrie Crosby, lecturer;
asentine, steward; Lewis O. Hubbard,
sistant
steward; Gertrude Hutchins,

is in.
On arriving home again I‘And three nieces,
who have called to soe ns during my absence,
and they are making away with a box of delicious strawberries that my other half has
set before them.
I go down street for the purpose of buying a
few eatables for our light-housekeeping; but
it being Wednesday, all the principal stores
Howare closed to give clerks a half holiday.
ever. I find one small store open, and here I
find what will do for a starter at honsekeepi ing. For a guide to this shop, I have one of
my little nieces along.
Junes. Wc take breakfast at a relatives
1 go alone to Campello.and
across the street.
lunch with two nieces, after which I take train
for New Bedford to visit an aunt.
Sections of New Bedford are old and quaint,
while other sections are comparatively uew
and in every way up-to-date. Here one finds
flagstone sidewalks and granite curbs with
narrow parking between the two in places,
and in other places they join. This, of course,
makes the walks very irregular. This is found*
in most part, in the old section of the city.
The principal business streets are of modern
contraction paved with stone blocks, having
cemet t curbs and sidewalks.

pole

224, ORLANl).

Narramiasic grange met in regular sesfor tb*
sion Dec. 30. Officers were elected
business of
ensuing year, and tbe closing
It
the year occupied the remaining time.
at the
was proposed to install the officers
next meeting, when supper a ill be served,
officers are: A. BThe

_

What a relief it would be if, for one of our
New Year’s resolutions, we eliminated the

Carter, of Harvest Home grange,
installed officers in a pleasing manner, assisted by Mias Mabelle Clark. All arera
the scorepresent tor installation except
tary end Ceres. Tbe lecturer presented a
recitations. Reprogram of music and
freshments were served.
ter Clara

of

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting
visit
Jan. 12. Number present, forty-five;
were ably installed
ors, ten. Tbe officers
aaaisted bj
by County Deputy A. I. Fosa,
Mrs. A. I. Foes and Chester Stratton
Refreshments wen
of Pamola grange.

SUSAN S TRir.

regular

session

* email atFriday evening, Jan. 5, w‘ib
tendance, owing to tbe severe storm. Sis-

grange with Brooklin grange.

Pomona

*50,

SCRBY.

Arbutus grange met 1*

DATK*.

of omission.

can never

says so many bright, helpful things, goes to
the heart of a matter, and looks at things in
such a sensible way that one cannot but be
better for the reading.
A few days ago the title of her talk was, “A
New Year's Resolution." It was the one I
was telling yon about the other day. Aunt
Madge, and you suggested it for the column.
I’ll
;
copy it:
1
Too, busy to come—too busy to Btay—too
busy to go—busy, busy, busy—that certainly
is the slogan of the modern woman! Too busy
to write letters—too busy to see her friends,
too busy to read anything, too busy to do
anything but gasp. Btrange, isn't it. that
with all the conveniences of up-to-date living,
we are busier than we ever were before?
The woman who lights her gas stove with
the touch of a match, is busier than her
grandmother who bad to build a wood fire
and keep it going. The mother with a sewing luachine and bargain sales ia busier than
the mother who made all her own clothes by
hand, as well as those of sons and daughters.
This modern mania of busy-nes* reduces us
to the ignominious rank of breathless, terrified little squirrels racing round and round
in their whirling cages.
To say you are busy is a phrase that has
I come to mean absolutely
nothing. One
her house economically and
woman runs
well: she brings up ber children wisely, is an
agreeable companion to her husband, takes
time to read and study and keep up with the
times, runs in to see her friends and remembers them when she does not see them. She
is a busy woman. Another woman, who has
no house, no children, no hnsband, no promorning
fession, rushes frantically from
until night and falls, exhausted, with nervous prostration, at the end of the season, and
the doctors tell her that she has been too
busy. To formulate any standard of busyness is certainly
puzzling. A cat is busy
when she is washing her face; the President
of the United States is busy when be is makiugatourof the country—evidently there is
scale of comparison, sliding or
no

ABBOTT*.

reason.

Tuesday, Feb. 8-Meeting

It

her

Dear Aunt Madge:
I wonder bow many of the M. B. readers see
the morning edition of the Boston Herald and
enjoy “Agnes Edwards’ Morning Talks". She

!

good

cause

for
these
much
recipes. Ann
very
will be grateful, too, for this response to
her

municetion* will be subject to approval bj
wttboo
the editor, bat none,will be rejected

many of us to hesitate before
offer the excuse, “twiy,1" for our sins

will

_

Christian Endeavor In Wenchow.
In Wenchow. China, twenty-seven
natives were recently baptized. Fourteen of these were city men. intelligent
and bright who were nearly all
brought into the church of Christ
through Christian Endeavor work or
developed tn the society.
At the Chinese new year eight bands
of Christian Endeavor workers spent
several days in street preaching and
tract distribution Id the city and
suburbs. Christian Endeavor has been
a great blessing to the mission, increasing the members’ knowledge of
the word of God.
The movement Is equally effective
Societies have been
among women.
started in country centers. There is
a girls' Junior society with twenty-five
members, all of whom are striving
faithfully to keep their pledge.
Ths Training School Idea In Christian
Endeavor.
How can you expect to raise up an
active Christian worker without the
where
training place
preparatory
It is not
Christian work is done?
enough that She engineer should study
about the locomotive from books; he
must be actually in the shop where
it is made and work it before he is
fitted to ran it. We expect our Christian hoys and girls one of these days to
be Christian men and women, and we
expect fhertt to assume the duties of
Christian men and women. Can they
do this if they only know about these
duties in a theoretic way and not at
all by practice and experience?—Francis E. Clark.

as

day by day.
Toiling on and moiling onward in

daily stunt;
If we’d step a little
front.

cept by permteaion

_H.

BOOM cr FRONT.

jammed and jouncing street-car I was
banging to a strap,
Trying hard to keep from sitting in some
stranger's lap;
Every time we stopped some others scrambled
hurriedly aboard,
In the

pecially the young.
iU

••
Thi* colnmn i* d*rot*d to th» Grnn**.
to tb. *r»n«*« of Hancock eoaoty
for thi
The oolamti la open to nil frnngcr*
«n<
diBcnulon of topic* of *ener*l InterMt,
l*tten
for report* of *r»n*e meeting*. M*lte
mo*
short end conci**. All commnnicntlon*
e*
be signed, but name* will not be printed
All com
of tbe writer

p.clally

plenty

_

to human eyeshare with them aha* seems
an irretr(stable loes
of respect out
Jtesoleed. That as s mark
for thirty
charter he draped fa moeretag
be sent U
days, s copy of there reselnltoos
oor
In
records,
the family, a copy Inserted
the local papers.
and tbe same be published la
Cuu F. Joaxso*.
Lot* K. t'acB-raam,
S act a C. Foaa.
Committee.

ti)r «-rangrro.

Among

word “busy" from our vocabularies. If w«
would rather do something else, if w« have to
do something else, if we are ill or out of town
tAM*"
or
consider another thing of greater imporKD1TKD BY "ABUT
tance, to say so frankly instead of offering
"
that
old, old platitude as an excuse: “I’m sc
(t» Giotto: "Helpful and Hope/W
busy.’’ Of courts, if you live in New Engtc
land and in the year 1911. you have
The purpose* of tbl- column are sucrln.tly
do -probably more than you should have
n
oi
mr
of
selection
the
is
a
matter
Is
for
do
motto—It
what
stated In the title and
But
you
a matter of busy-ness
benefit, and alms to t»e helpful and hopeful necessity-nut
If y >u cannot pare down the number oi
Being f-*r the common good. U Is far the <-*irr.- things you mast '’o. why not ring a change or
the wording? Words have more effect upon
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of tn
us than we realize.
Say. “Ob, I'm so busy,” «
formation and suggestion, * medium for ib» Indozen times rapidly, and see how busy vou
*sHeH>
It
this
capacity
terchange of Ideas. In
feel when you get through. You will feel
rushed tc 3eatb; and that is what hundred*
communications, and Us *ue.-*?s# depend* largely
of women think or say a thousand times a
< omon the support gtven it in this rea»*eet
day.
Why. merely omitting that single
munlcatlons must be signed, but the nam*' of
phrase from their rivet, would net them several hour* a week!
writer -gill not be printed except by pertr "*’or<
The New Year is coming. Would it not be
Communications will be subject to approval or -an admirable idea to
try on a few of our resorejection by the editor of the column, but none lutions beforehand to see how they will workl
Let us try this one to-day. What? Too butyl
address
will be rejected without good reason
Agnes Edwards.
all communications to
This is the one New Year resolution I have
Thk amfricap,
made—to leave the word “busy” out of mj
Ellsworth. Me.
vocabulary. How many will do the same?

©tiutit fioininn.

itintuai

Turbine Steel

Steamship Belfast

Leave Boston 5pm Tuesdaye and Fridays
for Rockland eonnrcMng wllb steamer leaving
tusamer
Boeklaad, 5.15 a m. or on arrival ol
for Bar
from Boston. Wednesday and Saturday,
Harbor. Bloeblll and intermediate landings.
B. L. Smith. Aaem. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hsunicn. Agent, Blaeblil

John Carter is
attending uw winter
term at Farmington
normal school.
Mrs. Herbert Carter is
visiting relatives
at Rockland and
Augusta.

SBa, SOa, S1.00.
DR. J. F. TRUE a CO., Auburn, Mn.

Mina Nellie
Kichardaon, of
visited relative# here
recently.
Jan. 8.

Trenton,

It what your mooey will

earn

if

Invented In abates of the

jj

MLESPORD.
1

Daniel Ham is
employed at Bath.
Arthur Fernald, who has
been visiting

Sunday

M““cl,u»«»

la

J,ng-

S.

drenhb^*br“f,',D*

...

A

returned home

*

™u«h medicine forcbil-

rr,«h'ful Polar Winds

»o.l
plS? ££^*£th*&?k!* th« »»r north
red. roush
chsn~d
“«?»*
»P*. “>at need
Buckien's Tmca *.? *“.d
t0
makes the skin
them. It
for cold-sores, 'also
\>urns £??T<h Ln rivaled
cuts, bruises
andTltaaO.^1!ulcers,
**
°n,y
ail
drugKisu.

now

»£W

SERIES

P<*k
open. Share*, $1 each; monthly
menu, $1 per More.

WHY PAT RENT

when you can borrow ts your
shares, give a Brat uiortmsge and
reduce it every month? Monthly
uayiuenie and Interest together
wifi amount to (Hit littl«* more
than you are now paying for
rent, sud In about ten yearn you
will

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

or sore

soft
P

**"

cent*

For

at

Ju W.

particulars Inquire

ol

O. W. Tartar. See’y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

kite, President

MAINE CUSTOMS

UISTKI' ITS.

Reduce Number of Officer*
In State of Maine.
Maine', cnaTb«task of reorganising
i* being lackled again. The
tom# dietrlcta
been tried many Urn*., but
hin„ has
a bitch when Maine reand Hou*e interpoaed.
oahiie*n» in Senate
baa gained
\0w the treasury department
headway, and it looka aa though tbe
>>un «o

!M„,,|way*w*a

would acquire aome momentum
* ttempt
Whether the
,bf democratic House.
senator#, with no patjjeinc democratic
at .take, will care to try to prevent
reduction in the number of
the proposed
Maine # leveral customemployee# it
to be developed.
bou8,« remain#
of
The bill, which Rep. William E. Cox,
to introduce i# a general
Indian*, propose*
to all part# of the country.
one. applying
worked out in tbe main by the
It has been
which has
department of the treasury, collection#.
euperviaion of tbe custom#conducted
by
Rearing# have already been
in the
tbe committee on expenditure*
i#
of
which
Mr.
Cox
rtaiury department,
Tbe treasury
department
chairman.
the enactment ot the bill into
My8 that
a saving of between f«0,I„r would work
000 and *100,'TOO, and bring about greater
efficiency in the customs service.
Maine now haa thirteen customs collecdraw much of any saltora, few of whom
A* Senator Hale explained some
ary.
when an effort to abotiab sevyears ago,
eral of t ben waa on foot, these collectors
service in preventing
perform a great
smuggling and their veins to the government i« not apparent in the total* of receipts of costom* at their respective ports.
However, there ia good prospect that the
demo ratic Houae will pan such a bill and
likely as not, it will b* Incorporated upon

ronage

of the appropriation bill*, carrying
funds for toe customs service, as a rider.
This would give it good chance of becoming law. It could not be fought as effectively iu the Senate under such tactics and
tbe democrat# may thus force its enactment into law. That Is their present plan.
Tbe bill has not been put Into its final
form yet, but the purpose is to make four
collection districts as follows:
1. Aroostook district, wish Moulton as
the place of residence of the collector, and
Fort Fairfield, Mars Hill, Van Ruren,
Mads* asks, Monticello, Limestone, Fort
Kent and Bridgewater as subports of
entry.
2. Pawiamaquoddy district. Including
much of Washington county, with Lastport as tbe residence of the collector, and
Michia*, Calais and Lubcc aa subports of
entry.
3. Portland
district, corering the
counties of Lincoln, Kennebec, Sagadahoc,
Cumberland, Androscoggin, and parts of
Franklin and York, with Bath, Wiseasset and Booth bay Harbor as subports of
one

uu*

■ui'kciuci

wu mw

ui

un

mind wanting toe distance; it s only •
quarter of a mile."
“I should prefer to walk if It were
ten
miles,” said Annabelle easily.
“Hurry up, please; It's cold on this

uillliy

of a collection district and of a customs
collector to the government. For instance
they aay it costs ft.fW to collect $1 in customs et the Frenchmsn's Bay district;
(B.24 to collect $1 in the Casti ne district end
to collect |1 in the Waldoboro district.
Toe figures vary from year to year according to variations in the amount of im-

^1.97

Too Much
Annabelle

ports, tbe number oi vessels that enter
and clear and all that sort of thing.
Some think there will be no tittle opposition in tbe democratic Mouse to the
propneed change, because it affects nuthe South.
merous collection districts in
But the southern democrats may not tie
very earnest in their opposition for tbe
reason that the places arc now held by

She

Outstayed

platform."
“I beg your pardon.” nttered Gall
hopelessly as he turned away.
During the short walk to the low
roofed cozy borne the Irvings had built
Miss Drage uttered not a word. Gall

Her

Welcome

did not break Into the reverie that
She walked
Seemed to envelop ber.
with a free, mannish stride that was
very obnoxious to Violet's husband.
He liked little, soft, feminine women
with bronze brown hair and dark blue
Annabelle Drage was tall and
eyes.
thin, with an almost too erect carriage.
Violet welcomed her with nervous
pleasure, while Gall escaped to the little room they had dignified by the
name of library and which was his
own especial retreat.
During the Invasion of relatives It was the only
haven of refuge for both of the young
home makers.

By CLARISSA MACK1E
Copyright by American Press Association, 1911.

republicans.

Young Gall Irving stirred his coffee

BAB HARBOR.

and

Miss Vesta Stubbs,
Harbor, has
been elected principal of tbe commercial
Apartment or tbe high school to Oil tbe
vacancy cauead by the resignation of Miss
of Bar

May Hamor,
A. K.

of

Bangor.

Lawrence fell from tbe roof of

building Saturday afternoon,
teet, breaking
severe bruises.
ten

one

a

leg and

a

drep of
receiving

KITTKKY TO CAKIltOli.
Tbe Fierce sawmill at Milo was burned
Friday. Loss, $7,000; insurance, $3,500.
Franklin R. Barrett, a retired banker, of
Portland, died Friday, aged seventy-seven
years.

Costello, of Augusta, aged
seventy years, was burned to death Sunday in a small Are in his borne, caused,
it is believed, by a falling lamp.
Michael

Charlotte, aged eight years, daughter of
Dr. Frank Whittier, of Brunswick, wsa
burned to death Sunday. Her clothing
caught Are from the kitchen range.
Among nominations sent to the Senate
by President Taft Thursday was that of

Day aa collector of customs at
Bangor, reappointed for a fourth term.
Syrenua Martin, an inmate of the
National soldiers' home at Togus, was
found frozen to death Sunday morning
Albert K.

near one

of the barns

on

the reservation.

Capt. A. R. Hall, of Addison, died Wednesday, Jan. 3, aged aixty-tbree years.
He leaves two daughters
Mrs. Mary
Nash and Miss Bertha Hall, both of Ad—

dison.
Fire in the Smith Dry Goods Co. store at
Biddeford Thursday paused a loss of $50,000; partially insured. The blowing up of

looked across the table at his
pretty little wife.
"Married three months, and this Is
almost the 8rst Sunday we have had
to ourselves." be declared.
“Nice to
be alone. Isn't It, dear?"
Violet Itisbed uncomfortably and
avoided her husband's loving glance.
“It Is lovely to be alone. Gall, but I’m
afraid you are going to be very much

disappointed”—
cantly.

She

paused

uon t De

un-

r»erure

I can hardly tell you, for, although you have never met her, you
hove taken auch a dislike to her very
name”—
"Not Annabelle!” ejaculated Gall.
“I don’t
Violet nodded defiantly.
think you ought to speak of my cousin
!n that manner. I am sorry If I have
ever said anything about her that you
could misunderstand, for really Anngbelle Drnge Is a very sweet girl
tnd so clever! Why. Gall, I am such
a stupid little thing I am sure you
will be ashamed of me when compared to ouch a brilliant person as
Annabelle.”
Mr Irving nodded.
"Very likely,”
he said Ironically. "When Is she comkind.

ing?"
"She says,” opening the sheets and
rustling them nervously, “that It will be

convenient for her to arrive on
the 1:10 train and—er—that as It Is
the heating plant ia believed to have been your day at home she assumes that
the cause of the Are.
you will meet her.”
"I'll tie there,” said Mr. Irving, with
Col Kverard Newcomb, of Kastport, one
of the oldest and
enthusiastic a grim smile.
most
"1 thought I would give her the large
national guardsmen of the State, who for
"Aufront room," said Mrs. Irving.
some years was colonel of the second regitmbelle Is so fond of colonial furniture,
ment Slate militia, until hia retirement a
the little white bedroom Is too
entry.
year ago, died Monday. Death was due to and
It will not hold half the books
4. Bangor district, covering all the rest paralysis. He was about Afty-Ave years Uny.
she will bring. I dare Bay”—
of the State, except a portion of York of age.
"How long will she stay?” put in
county, which goes into a New Hampshire
At Bath Thursday, the jury returned a
her husband feebly.
district, with Bangor as the port of en- verdict of
of
manslaughter against
guilty
“1 don't know—a month perhaps.
try, and Ellsworth, Mouut Desert Ferry, Mrs. Mildred E. Keefe for the death of her
horBucksport, Vanoeboro, Lowelltown, Hock- young sob, whose body was found on the Now, Gall, please don't look so
I am sure you will enjoy Anrifled.
land, Belfast, Castine, Vina! Haven and
was
two
of
The
child
a pond.
years
edge
natielle, and when she leaves you will
Camden as subport# of entry.
and eight months of age. Mrs. Keefe is
miss her as much as I shall. You are
It is proposed that all collectors should
on
the
twenty-two. Mrs. Keefe was tried
so much more clever than I am that 1
be paid straight salaries.
All tbe fees,
was
sentenced to
charge of murder. She
know you will find my cousin concommissions and other forms of compentwenty years in the State prison.
sation that now prevail In considerable
genial. I shall stay In the kitchen
An examination for State certificates of
with Nora and cook the most fascinatvariety would be abolished. Instead of
will be held at the )
the numerous collectors in other ports of superintendence grade
things while you and Annabelle
ing
Augusta, Friday, Jan. 28, be- read Shakespeare and Tennyson and
Maine, at present, excepting Portland, state-house, 8.15 a. in.
at
Candidates may
ginning
talk learnedly about all those things.
Bangor, East port and Houlton, there will
secure circulars of information and regisbe only deputy collectors, or perhaps no
Won't that be perfectly lovely?" Viotration blanks by making application to
officials at til. In some places customs oflet beamed at him over white hands
the State superintendent of public schools
ficials would be detailed on occasions, ss
clasped under her rounded chin.
at Augusta.
rioe:
there might be need of their services.
”lireai:
umj. jwu
Maine would be bit hardest of any of
ling. I don’t care for Shakespeare, and
Kl,L£WOttTH MAUKKTS.
tbe states in tbe proposed reorganisation.
I’ve never remembered a line of TenWhile tbe salaries of tbe collectors at
nyson except that one. ’In the spring
1
The quotations below give the range of a young man's fancy lightly turns to
Portland, Bangor, Houlton and Easlport
would not be reduced and might be in- retail prices in Ellsworth:
thoughts of love.' I read that when
creased somewhat, the amount of money
Country Prmli-n*
I first met you, and. of course"— The
Matter.
remainder of, this conversation had no
paid for customs services at some other
ft.8S04O
Creamery per
Maine ports would be considerably deto the coming of Annabelle
Dairy.30036 reference
creased.
• SK»
Drage.
oi me
Fresh laid, per doz. ....-80086
At 1 o’clock Mr. Irving walked slowMaine customs districts
subhave been in existence from the very loultrv
ly—nay. rehictantly—to the little
Chickens.20022
foundation of the government. That at
urban railway station to meet the un.l.. 1802U
Fowl
He had heard so
Mtchias was created by a Congressional
welcome guest.
Hot
statute, approved by President
much about his wife’s Chicago cousin
John
Best loose, per ton.12014
Baled. 18020 that he was quite prepared to believe
Adams March 2, 1799. The district of
Frenchman’s bay, (Matins and Waidoboro, ecru*
that her coming to his little home
Loose...10012 would revolutionise his new bappl
which it is proposed to consolidate with
15
Baled.
j ness.
the district of
Bangor, was created on the
TsfSUbls*.
same date, while the district of Belfast,
“Anything but a highbrow!" he la26 Onions, ft
04 £05 |
Potatoes, pk
08
which would also go into the district of Lettuce, head
10 Cabbage, ft
mented. “I can stand any sort of girl
02
20 Beets, ft
bunch,
Bangor, was created April 20, 1218, toward Celery,
except the one that sets up to be a—a—
02 8w potatoes.ft,
04
Carrots. ft,
the close of the first administration of Parsnips, ft,
02
05 Turnips, ft
who Is ItT—ah. yes, a Portia. By Jove,
0*0,08
Squash,ft
President James Monroe.
her mere proximity Is Influencing me!
sralt.
in this crueade for the reorganization
I'm talking about one of Shakespeare's
80085
80088 Lemons, dos
Oranges, doe
oi customs districts over
08 Apples, pk,
the country, much Cranberries, qt,
16025 women," he smiled bitterly as he paced
has been made of the cost of
arsssriss.
the station platform.
collecting fl
at various
06008
Bice, per ft
“Looks like a storm.” remarked the
ports. The treasury depart- Coffee—per ft
Bio.
20025
20028 Vinegar, gal
ment first devised this form of statistical
06 , agent pleasantly.
» Cracked wheat.
Mocha.
04
88 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
“We're going to have very bad
argument, which, as already slated, doe#
20
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per ft—
weather.” commented Irving gloom04*05
46066 Graham,
Japan.
Oolong,
88065 Bye meal,
04(006 ily—“rain. hall, snow: outlook very
08
Gran meal, ft
Sugar—per ft—
0? Oil—per gal—
Granulated,
gloomy. I think It’s going to be a hard
OUT YOUR MONEY BACK.
16
C
07
Linseed,
Yellow.
winter.”
10
Kerosece.
10012
Powdered,
The roar of the approaching train
86060
If This Medicine Does not Satisfac- Molasses, gal,
Meats and Provisions.
drowned any response the agent might
torily Benefit You.
Perk, ft:
Beef, ft:
have cared to make. Gall Irving went
26 086
Sieak,
16018
Chop.
Practising physicians making a speto the coach from which a solitary
15 £25
22 <*25
Ham. peO
Roasts.
Ciaity of stomach troubles are reeily re12 £15
conwas
Shoulder.
Owned,
06012
was descending:
woman
sponsible for the formula from which Veal:
26 <*28
Bacon.
of trunks and
25
Sait.
Steak.
12013 scious that an avalanche
Bezall Dyspepsia Tablets are made. We
13
Boasts,
16018
Lard,
bags were being hurled from the bagBave simply
profited by the experience of Lamb:
gage car behind him and as the train
Lamb,
12018
experts.
05
Tongues, each
creaked Into motion again found himDur experienoee with Kexall
Dyspepsia
Fresh Fish.
self staring at a rather good looking
Tablet* leads us to believe them to be an Oysters, qt,
08
50 Cod,
who
08
15 young woman, carelessly attired,
Smelts, ft,
excellent remedy for the relief of acute in- Haddock,
25
Halibut.
12020 Clams, qt,
gazed bark at him with frank Inquiry
digestion and chronic dyspepsia. Their
Floor, Groin and Food*
In her bright dark eyes.
ingredients are soothing and healing to Flour—per bbl—
Gets, bu
65068
“Violet’s husband. I am sure." she
the inflamed
6 60 06 50 Shorts—bag 1 450155
membranes of tbe stomach.
100ft bag
1 66 Mix feed, bag 1 66£1 7t
said cordially, bolding out a gloved
They are rich in pepsin, one of the great- Corn.
1
80
1 55 Middlings.bg
Corn meal,bag
6001
hand.
est digestive aids
1 65
known to medicine. Cracked corn,
“Yes. I’m Violet’s husband," repeatThe relief they afford ia almost immediate.
MEASURES.
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND
ed Gall with parrotlike precision.
Their uee with persistency and regularity
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
mark of Identity,” he
lor a short tima
pouuds, aud a bushel of Turk's Island salt “That’s my only
helps to bring about a shall
“I am pleased to welweigh 70pounds.
added coolly.
cessation of the paina caused by stomach
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
Hope you
come Mrs. Irving's cousin.
in go<>d order and At for shipping. U 60
disorders.
pounds: of apples. 44 pounds.
had a pleasant Journey. I’ll take your
Kexall
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
Dyspepsia Tablets aid to insure
to the
pounds; trunk check and hare It sent up
healthy appetite, aid digestion, and pro- good order and At for shipping, is 60and
peas.
house.”
mote nutrition. As evidence of our sin- of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips
0u pounds; of corn. 66 »»ounds; of onions, 52
“Here they are," and Miss Drage
oere faith in Kexall
English turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrots.
Dyspepsia Tablets, we Indiau
meal. SO pounds; of parsnips, 46 pounds;
a sheaf of checks toward him.
*»h you tc
try them at our risk. If they of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats, thrust
do not give
“seven In all.”
measure as bv agreement.
you entire satisfaction, we 32 pounds, or even
“Seven!" echoed Gall helplessly, starwill return you the
money you paid us for
them, without question or formality. ! Constipation is the cause of many ail- lag toward the platform where the
They come in three sixes, prices 26 cent#, ments and disorders that make life misera- avalanche of trunks had become a
Take Chamberlain'a Stomach and
I’ll have
60 cents and
mountain. “Ah. of course.
|1.00. Remember, you can ble.
keep your bowels regular them sent to the house. You don’t
obtain them only at our store—Tbe Retail Liver Tablets,
sale
diseases.
For
will
avoid
these
and you
tore. E. Q. Moose, cor.
opp. pnstoffice. by all dealers.

_
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Here’s Proof

H

Mrs. Julia Thomas of Jackson,
M
Cal., writes: “I have used your Linlment for rheumatism with much sucH
cess.”
11
Martin J. Tunis, 109 10th Ave.,
I! Paterson, N. J-, writes: *’I was a
had
not move at
I
cripple with rheumatism for two years and couldand could not all; betget
to be carried from place to place. 1 tried remedies
me up in good shape
ter, until I tried Sloan's Liniment. One bottle fixed
have a bottle in the house for my wife and children.”
and now I
—

signifi-

so

_

—

Now Gall t03sed off his outer garments and looked at the cozy little fire
his wife bad kindled on the hearth.
“B'.ess her sweet heart!” he murmured,
somewhat moulded. “If it's any pleasure to ber to have that walking owl
here I'll try to be decent to her.”
At the noon dinner Violet presided,
rosily beautiful, timidly diffident In
the presence of the guest Miss Drage
greeted her host with an abstracted
smUe.

Gall frowned. “Well, who Is It this
time?
Has my Uncle Frederick announced that he will not enjoy his
Sunday dinner unless he eats It with
us. or has your Aunt Hannah decided
to shed the light of her presence on
us for another fortnight?”
"Neither one. unu.

Try Sica*.
don’t
matism
lightly. It goes straight
spot, quickens the blood,
the muscles and joints and
tv t[ie pain.

more

j

me

enu

or

rne
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ue

always

SLOANS
LINIMENT

was

discussing the Persian poets with such
fluency that his little wife was filled
to bursting with pride.
That was the beginning of Violet’s
unhappiness, for every night after
dinner found Annabelle accompanying
Gall to the library, where they discussed art and literature and the sciences until poor little Violet, sitting
mutely by with her embroidery frame,
grew vaguely Jealous of the cousin
who was monopolizing her husband’s
attention.
The whole order of the
little home was changed to accord
with the leisurely habits of Miss Drage,
who regarded her cousin with tolerant
Once or twice she had
contempt
openly Inugbed at Violet's confessed
Ignorance of some well knewn fact
Gail had winced, but what had almost broken the heart of his bride was
the fact that he made no effort to take
her part. True it was that his smile
was coldly polite, but he had smiled—
and she was his wife.
Violet was wretchedly trying to
make up her mind to run away and
thus rid her husband of such a stupid
little helpmate.
Every day she told
herself that if Gail had met Annabelle first he would have married thei
brilliant college girl instead of her
cousin.
If she went away perhaps
Gail could get a divorce.
One morning after Gail had caught
his train for town Violet and her
cousin were lingering over the late
breakfast necessitated by Miss Drage’s
Violet had passed
luxurious habits.
a sleepless night and looked miserable.
Gall'had kissed her carelessly in farewell. and she had scarcely had a word
with him since the previous morning.
Annabelle had played to him all the
evening—played the pieces that Violet
usually played—while he accompanied
her with the violin. The cousins ate
the meal in silence.
Nora

entered

wun

a

reiegram

kills any kind of pain. Good for^Neuralgia, Toothache, Lumbago and
Price 25c., SOc, and $t.OO.
Chest Pains. Sold by all dealers.
Sloan’s hook on Hones, Cattle, Hogs and Poultry sent free. Address
Boston. Mass.
DR. LARI, S. SLOAN

If you have used William Tell Flour it
will be bread that is good as most cake—
cake that is a miracle of tender lightnesspastry that melts in your mouth.
Our own special process,
latest improved machinery, perfect organization, selected Ohio
* Red Winter

It is also the most economical—makes the most loaves
to the

sack.

Have it in readiness for
your next baking. Re-

member to order

tor

Annabelle tore It open
Miss Drage.
and read It with a frown gathering on
her daft forehead.
“I am called pome at once. I most
pack my things, and you may send
them after me." she said abruptly, ris-

The best

A half hour later she had left the
bouse, and her room was a chaos of
packed and corded trunks and bags.
Violet danced delightedly through the
ball and suddenly paused with a
scared smile on her face.
What If Annabelle had gone to Join
Gall! Suppose the telegram had been
She flew up the stairs
from him!
Into Annabelle's room and searched
the waste paper basket feverishly.
A handful of yellow scraps was her
reward, and she carried them down to
the library and spent an hour In piecWhen she had
ing them together.
pasted the torn message Into Its original form she sat and stared at the
words, a growing horror In her eyes:

husband coming down with
smallpox and she would not have
known save for this telegram to her
cousin! Violet’s face dropped on her
arms, but was lifted eagerly as her
husband's step sounded In the hall,
and Instantly he was In the room and
her head was on his shoulder.
“Oh, you poor, poor thing!” she cried.
“Vou must go to bed at once. Gall,
and I will send for Dr. Blake. No one
Shall nurse you but me, and—why.
wbat are you laughing at?’’
"My dearest," said Gall solemnly. “I
knew nothing save the smallpox would
scare a selfish person tike your cousin
Annabelle. and yet I didn’t say 1 had
It, you know—Just reread the message.
I’ve come down—after you!
Well.
Pack your trunk and let us run down
to Atlantic City for a few days and
recover from Annabelle’s visitation.”
“I was sure you were attracted by
her cleverness.” lamented Violet, “and
I believed you were ashamed of me
because I am so simple and domestic

*

is

I ,OWELL

animAl
A VERY NECESSARY FACTOR

I

in the raising of profitable crops, is the reasonable use of
the right kind of fertilizers, not only to stimulate plant growth
and proper nourishment, but to improve the nature of the soil as well.
You are sure of such crops by using Swift’s Animal Fertilizers properly
applied. Being rich in organic matter Bone, Blood, Meat, with high
food in available forms.
essential

;

—

grade potash, they supply

plant

READ THIS EVIDENCE
I started last spring to raise a big onion crop, and notwithstanding the dryest
for years, I harvested 340 bushels on one-half acre. I used a fair amount ot
stable dressing and one-half ton of your Potato Phosphate—also my potatoes were a
field. 1 consider your
good crop, yielding a bushel from eight hills on part of the Mass.
Fertilizer the best 1 ever used.”—A. Andbkson, Lakeville,
**
got
I used five tons of your Swift’s Potato Grower last season on 5! acres,
with the
a crop of 1600 bushels of nice potatoes, and naturally I am well pleased
results.”—G. K. Linnhll, Stetson, Maine.
M

f

season

a^d

Anna bells
Miss
Drags, Suburban vlUs.
N. Y.:
If you have never had smallpox leave
the house at once. Am coming down.
GAIL, IRVING.

Her

prize

i&Tme

ing from the table.

1

Wheat, makes Will-

iam Tell the ideal flour.

Swift’s Lowell Animal Fertilisers are made for all soils and aU
with
crops. Our formulas are based on fifteen years’ practical experience
See our local agent, or write us
New England nee^s and conditions.
direct for our Valuable Crop Handbook.
^

f

|

j

SWIFTS LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.,40

H. B. Moore, Ellsworth; George E. Davis, Ellsworth Falls:

and”—
“That's why I married you." re“I admire that
marked Gall loftily.
Had enough of Ansort of women
nabelle. or shall we send for her tr
back?”
'“Oh. I forgot—I must telephone for
the man to come after her trunks!“
said Violet, and 90 Gall bad bis ancome

swer.

I

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

from tbe K Us worth high scnooi
in 1896, and then tanght school.
While teaching he studied law, and
daring vacations studied in the office
of L. F. Giles, lie was admitted to

CHRISTY

POLITICAL JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

’""Wednesday

afternoon

Prayer

*

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
BY THK

COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W. Rollihb. Editor and Mannarcr
w. H. Titos, Associate Editor.

TornCOCK
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The committee

CHANGES IN TOWN

MANAGEMENT

RECOMMENDED

The report of the committee of

rear.

Advertising Bates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

seven

New Mexico is admitted as a state— than local iuterest.
After preliminary citing of figures and
the forty-seventh in the Union. Presin appropriations and tax
ently she will be followed by Arizona, j the increase
deals with the causes and
and next Fourth of July there will be j rates, the report
suggests ten recommendations. Extracts
forty-eight stars in the flag.
from the report follow:

Busin, sscommunications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
Able to Thk Hascoc* Covvtt Publikhino
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of
American is 2,330 copies.

The

Average for the year of 1911,

2,352

Yer ’and, Mr.

Nealley,

COUNTV

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 10, 1912.

CACSKS.

yer ’and!

The opinion of tbe committee at the outset
nas but been confirmed by more recent investigation. that the unsatisfactory condition of
tbe finances of tbe town is not dne to graft, or
in auy large degree affected by misuse of the
fuuds or other forms of corrupt practice. Tbe
primary causes of the present condition date

GOSSIP.

Rob’ey D. Evans, known
admiring country as “Fighting Bob
died at Washington I a at WedThe governor has called a special Evans”,
nesday, after an illness of only two
session of the legislature, to convene hoars, of acute indigestion. He was sixtyRear-Admiral Evans
He names five years of age.
March 20.
on Monday,
was a yearly visitor to Bar Harbor.
for which this
three
Rear-Admiral

to

The Special Session.

an

1

which it

are

I

plaining.
To

(1)
(2)

The Portland Evening
a column
and a
half editorial by calling it the “crowning act of folly of the administration”.
It regards the calling of the seasion in
starts out

part of its work the towu

tion law the governor would change;
yet it is the result of the wisdom of
the years, and has never yet failed to
give expression to the people's will.

Why change it?
Next, the redistricting of the State
for congressmen. The only call lor
redistricting seems to be for the creation of districts more surely democratic than they now are—a need

the animal and presented tht skin to the
town treasurer for the boooty. Mr. Stanley,
the treasurer, was In doubt aa to it* being a
bob cal. but paid tbe honnti conditionally, a*
I understand It, subject to tbe approval of the
commissioners They could only endorse
payment according to law oa a bob-cat or bay
lynx, andasihe tall forwarded to them was
tall, they refused paynot a genuine bob-cat

large sums
of money. We therefore recommend tbat the
town instruct its officials in accordance with
can save

j
j

which can appeal to democrats only.
“The third reason which the governor gives,” continues the Express,
“for the unnecessary expenditure of
public money which he proposes to
make in violation of every precept
which he laid down in his campaign
and In his inaugural address, is to find
some kind of a solution to what he
calls the liquor problem. Last January he answered himself. In the inaugural address from which we have

poultry.

repealed

The Kennebec Journal regards the
of the liquor question as an

reopening

betray Maine’s citizenship

into the hands of the liquor interests.
“Gov. Plaisted argues that the election has settled nothing,” says the
Portland Press, “and has left things in
worse condition than ever. Therefore
be will ask the legislature ‘to submit

Temperance Sunday.
Julia A. Chat to, of East Surry,
superintendent of temperance for Hancock county, requests all Sunday schools
of the county to observe Sunday, Feb. 25,
as temperance Sunday,
by some special
Mm.

|

exercises.
_

The hoard shall have the appointment of all
officers not compulsorily elective by statute
with the power to recall and replace by majority vote any officer so appoiated.
The

committee

adoption

of the

also

plan

of

recommends

electing

a

the

board of

three road

commissioners, as provided for
by the special law for the town of Eden
enacted by the legislature of 1905. It provides for the appointment of a board of
three road commueioners, who are not to
have more than f&0 salary per year, and

NORTH
J. H. Nason
i

a

are

A Great

system mere is no other
officer In the town who Is so peculiarly under
obligations to the men in his employ as is the
road commissioner. By the ratification of the
act of 1906 these conditions will bs
changed
and we believe changed for the better.
toaer me

prevent

company wllfbe held a< the office of the clerk
at Aurora. on Monday, the fifteenth
day of
January, toil. at 1 o’clock n. tn. for the par.
poo# nf electing a board of directors snd rereiving and acting upon the reports of the
officers, and for the transaction of anch other
business as may properly come before the
meeting.
Dated this ltd day of December. toil.
M. F. SlLARY,
Clerk.

lrgal Xoticw.
to the District Court ol th« Unttrd 8uu, to,
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
1
Jn ._,
Haapstar L. Cocsiwa.
Xo.ftJlI.
)

N

of
I'KiTIt

ment

After three

in

town laat week bringing hit
pair of Shetland ponies to Frank Moore’s for the win-

to

Btftnttiicmnrtg.

TRIED REMEDY
FOR THE GRIP.

Triumph for

a

July

HI

CKS-

1 Edward P McCaulder, the executor above
named, under aid in compliance with the
section 41 of chapter w of the
•evised statutes of Maine, bate appointed
Theodore H. Rmitb.of said Bucksport. my atAH pe^vons
torney in th* State of Mam*
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement. and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment immediately.
Kow AID P. MCI AVLPBK
Bu.ksport. January ft, 1913.

provisions of

bas
THEheof the

trator

Great

ANN

estate

MERCER

bereoy gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof

STRATTON, late of HAN
COCK,

county of Hancock, deceased, and
All peras Ike law directs
e»the
having demands
against
to
desired
of
said deceased are
the same for settlement, and all in*btec thereto are requested to make payChaslis B. Steattok.
ment immediately.
Hancock. Jan. 1ft, 1912.
In

the

sons
tatr

Sresent

rPHK subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
8BWALL L. HAYWOOD, late of BUCKRPORT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
directs.
AM persons bavins
as
the
law
bonds
detuaods against the estate of said deceased
are debited U
present the same for settlement,
and ali indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
SswAtt Lao Haywood.
Bucksport. Jan. ft. 1912.

years of agony the doctor

Wm. O. EMERY

subscribers hereby give notice that

THE
they have been duly
trices of the last will and

ELLSWORTH,

recommendation is to have
committed not later

MAIMS

a

subacriber

•TATg

DBBBRT.
county of Haneock. deceased, no bonds
the term* of sai-f will. All
bjr
being required
o.
persons having demands against the estate
said deceased are desired to preeent the earns
Id the

for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Gbokos E. Kimball
Northeast Harbor, Jan. ft, 1912.

SShruiarmnu*.
___

G. A.

PAKCHEK'S SUCCESS.

Popularity of Plan to Sell
Medicine at Half-Price and
Guarantee a Cure.
Q. A. Parcber, tbe enterprising druggi*'-.
retber then await tbe ordinary methods
of introduction, urged tbe Dr. Howard Co.
toeecore a quick tale for their celebrated
for tbe core of cooetipation end
Great

■pacific
dyspepsia

by offering tbe regular 50c
bottle at half prioe.
Tbe wonderful sucoete of tbia plan w»»
a great surprise even to Mr. Parcber, end
to-day scores of people here In Ellsworth
are using and praising this remarkable

I

remedy.
So much talk baa been canted by this
offer, and so many new friends have been
made tor the specific that tbe Dr. Howard
Co. have authorised Druggist Parcber to
continue this special half-price tale tor >
limited time longer.
In addition to setting a 50c bottle of Dr.

STRICT.
r

gives notice that
executor

KIMBALL, late of MOUNT

DANIEL E.

MORRISON. JOY t CO. BLOCK.
tn i

Me., Jaa. ft. 1912.

bereoy
be has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

•

orricti

execu-

Hah ah Albxamdbk.

Ellsworth.

Searches mad* and abttra^lt
•nd copioo furntahctci
on stoort
notice, and at tatHUMt PUCU.

1.

appointed

testameui of
MARY ALEXANDER, late ol ELLSWORTH,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
All
being required by tbe terms of said will
persons having demands against tbe estate of said deceased are desired to present,
tbe same for settlement, and ali Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
Isabel Atii»ns».
mediately.

j

TITLE8

the taxes assessed and
than

MVAfLDKH. 1st* of

•

1*0 BT.
in the county
Hancock, deceased, «o bonds
being required by the term* of #ai«» wil* And

advised that the foot be amputated In
order to save my life.
My family
would not consent to this, but began
to give me Hood's Sarsaparilla.
‘•To make a long *U>ry short. Hood's
Sarsaparilla effected a complete and
wonderful cure. The sores healed up.
the discharge ceased, the swelling
went down, and I could walk as well
as anybody.
I have had scarcely a
sick day since. The cure was perfect
and complete. It was a great triumph
for Hood’s Sarsaparilla over Impure
blood. The germs certainly got the
worst of It from Hood's Sarsaparilla
In my case, and I believe It will cure
In all similar cases, so I warmly recommend It."
Henry Jenklna
Thousands of Intelligent and economical men and women have com®
to know by experience the great value
of Hood's Sarsaparilla, and to regard
it as “common sense" to use this proprietary medicine In many diseases
and ailments.
Hood's Sarsaparilla effects Its wonderful cures, not simply because It
contains sarsaparilla, but because It
combines the utmost remedial values
of more than twenty different Ingredients. which are the very remedies
successful physicians prescribe for the
same diseases and
ailments, but are
not all found In any other medicine.
There Is no real substitute for Hood's
If urged to buy any
Sarsaparilla.
preparation said to be “Just as good"
you may be sure it Is Inferior, coats
ess to make, and yields the dealer a
larger profit.

valuation, and to make appropriations accordingly, so that they shall not exceed
The fourth

subscriber Edward P. McCaulder her*.

THE

by give* notice that hr ban. been duly
appointed executor of tbe ia«t will and testa-

KLKART, Ind.—“I narrowly escaped
my foot, because of gwelllng
and sores on my ankle.
They discharged a great quantity of matter
and some pieces of bon*.
We tried
everything to make the ert ptlons hetu.
and had two or three operations,
which did not seem to do any good.

third recommendation U to fix a tax
that shall not exceed $25 per $1,000 of

| that rate.

f

Bankrupt,

To the creditors of Herbert L. Cousin*, of
Eden,
in
the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid. a bankrupt:
OTICE is hereby given that on the 6th
day of January, a. d. 1912. (hr said
Herbert L. Cousins was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the Brel meeting of ht*
creditor* will be held at my office, in Elisworth. Me., on the 24th day of January, a. 4.
10U. at two o’clock In the afternoon, at which
Um
crsdRort may
attend,
prove tbelr claim*, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other business as may properly c»«me before said meetWiluam E W*m**o,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth. Me.. Jsn. 10, IMS.

losing

bis contract and will remain at

The fifth recommendation is that taxes
simple-looking lad halted beblacksmith’s shop oq his way home shpU be due wheu committed. On all taxes
an amendment to the
constitution from from school and eyed the doings of paid on or before fifteen days from date
which will permit the enactment of the proprietor with much interest. The I of commitment, 1*4 per cent, discount be
On all taxes paid after fifteen
laws concerning the liquor traffic, brawny smith, dissatisfied with the boy’s allowed.
held a piece of red-hot iron sud- days and before thirty days from date of
which are capable of honest enforce- curiosity,
denly under the youngster’s nose, hop- commitment, no discount be allowed; on
ment because sustained by the sentiing to make him beat a hasty retreat. “If all taxes remaining unpaid after thirty
ment of the several communities to
you’ll give me half a dollar I’ll lick it”, days from date of commitment, interest at
which they will be applied’. In two said the lad. The smith took from his 6 per cent, per annum be
charged from
words: Local option. That is what he pocket half a dollar and held it out. The date of commitment.
Under the present system taxes are doe
means—a constitutional amendment simple-looking youngster took the coin,
licked it,
dropped it in his pocket and Bept. 10, nearly two months after commitpermitting license and local option.” slowly walked
away whistling.
ment. During that period
very little
money is collected, but large sums hive to
Huff
This?
For County Attorney.
be paid out, necessitating large
temporary
We offer One Hundred Dollars
for
Olosely following George E. Googins’ any case of Catarrh that cannot beReward
cured by loans, which, in 1911, amounted to $88,000.
Hall's
Catarrah
Cure.
The bulk of the commitment is paid on,
announcement that be seeks the reP. J CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, O.
publican nomination for county attorWe, the undersigaed, have known F. J. or just prior to September 10, and the dis- WALLACE R. HINCKLEY
for
the
last
16
and
believe
him
count allowed of 6 per cent, amounts to
Cheney
years,
ney for Hancock county comes Harry perfectly honorable In all business transARCHITECT
action a, and financially able to carry out any more than $10,000, which added to the inL. Crabtree, of Ellsworth.
made
bis
firm.
obligations
terest on temporary loan foots up over
by
OTfloo,
BluaHIII, Main*
Mr. Crabtree Is one of Ellsworth’s
Walx/Ino, Rinnan A Marvin,
$11,600, which must be raised by taxation.
Phone Ml
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
rising young lawyers. He was born
The next recommendation is that the
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actin Franklin in 1877. He spent bis
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- street arc lights be removed, snd replaced
of the system. Testimonials sent free.
boyhood there and in Surry, and lived faces
by the more modern Tungsten incandesAdeertiter, in THE AMERICAN art
Price, 76*. perV>ttle. Sold by all Druggists,
in Bangor for several years. He graduTake Hall’a Family Pills for oonatlpation.
I cent light, and a contract made with apturing tkt trait

«I., m

Howard’e specific for 28c, Mr. Ptrcher
has to much faith in the Remedy that be
will refund the money to anyone whom it
does not

|

J

hereby given that the annas!
I
>TOTlCIU
meeting of the stockho ders of this

The
rate

or THE ANNUAL MEETING
UNION RIVER TELEPHONE CO

given bonds

A rather

fore

OF

Medicine.

to

mittee says:

NOTICE

subscriber
been

vilie Sentinel for the past five
years, has

is

r^k
decidedto ps5, &“*
V
1
delivered^fn

quall^
EclT

After Years of Agony Doctors
Advised Amputation.

to Bangor Monday for
daya.
H. F. Maddocks, agent for the Water-

appoint a superintendent or ter.
______
superintendents of roads, not one of their
One way to get even with
people
number, who is to be under their control,
pay what you owe.
and subject to their discharge. The comwho

and

be

«t our far-tory the
™
We have
woods, 86^0 per cord, for So.
M
cord
For No. L 9AJ0 per cord,
the yard at our factor)
All who wish to
nlsh as with a quantity of these wood* far.
«L
would like to have call at the
tactory
early as possible snd state the amount yon
could furnish, and consult with us In
reward
to our requirement* for site and
of
wood to be furnished at *hese prices
woam Hardwood Co.

Did Not Seem
To Do Any Good.

KI.I.SWOK I’ll.

waa

'%*'"•^/*»AAA.A/va

for

ms

Operations

went

home for the present.
William Jordan, of Bar Harbor,

Moore’sdro^litn^^fh^,?^'

of

few

completed

over

are in the market
HARDWO0D“We
white birch, yellow birch
*S
delivered
pie, to

ALMOST LOST
HIS FOOT

_

“Note his great desire at that time
to take the liquor question out of State
politics, and to permit the people of
the State to settle it at a special election called for that purpose and unconfused by any other questions. His
wish was gratified. The question was
sent to the people unconfused by any
Com*ponoencc.
other question. The people settled it,
and it is now the purpose of the govEllsworth, Me., Jan. 9,1912.
ernor to stultify himself, to go back To the Editor of the American:
I desire to inform you, and, through the
entirely upon the word spoken of his
columns of The Elibwobth American,
own volition, to inject the liquor questhe citizens of Hancock county that I am
tion into politics and to settle it by
a candidate of the
republican party for
the legislature and not by the people, nomination for the office of
county ator if it goes to the people, to have it
torney, at the primary election to be held
go at a time when it is 'confused with on June 17,1912.
nt.har nriAatinna *
To that end I ask for the support and
“If there have been those who have assistance of all my frienda and of the rebelieved that the governor and his ad- publican voters throughout the county of
Youra truly,
visers have been gifted with states- Hancock.
Harry L. Crabtree.
manship,” conclndea the Express, “the
last vestige of that belief is now reNominated by the Governor.
moved.”
Among nominations by the governor reThe Lewiston Journal speaks of
cently announced were the following in
“this amazing proposal to nullify and Hancock oountj:
repeal that law [the prohibitory law]
Notary public, Henry P A. Spofford,
by an amendment in the face of the Deer Isle.
Justice of the peaoe, B. A. Blaisdell,
declaration which says that it shall
Franklin.
not be
or nullified”.

bue^T

ORantrt.

_

—

Gov. Flaisted said:

|

phaeton top

'yVAA/*.AA *VA."

SMjntUHmml*

_

“I desire to take the liquor question out of
State politics and permit the people of Maine
to settle it at a special election, called for that
purpose and that purpose alone, unconfused
by any other question.’

hand

tU,cxrjr,Ti%r.rr,[Av.;‘<i

CDCDt.
I have bought, trapped and »hot probably
several hundred bob-cat* In the laat twenty
year*, and will aay that tbe cat In qo ration
The
*11 different from any that ! ever aaw.
color and quality of tbe fur w»# identical with
that of any bob cat. Tbe beily waa white
with black *poU. Tbe *bape of the head wae
the name a* a bob-cat. while the eare were
■cantily covered with hair, tbe nmr aa a
domestic cat. The tail waa about one*hair or
two-thi d« tbe length of that of a doroentic
cat, lacking the white tip of the bob-cat.
Beyond all doubt in my mind, the animal
was a croa* between a bob rat and a domestic
cat, and white not eotiM' C the claimant to a
bounty, the cal wa* aa >l«itr«Mttv* to partridge and rabbit* a* hi* clod* relative, the
bob-cat or bay lyn*. and probably more no to

the foregoing article.
To see if the town will vote and pass an ordinance requiring all persons or corporations
baviog occasion to dig up the street* for the
laying of pipes or for any other purpose to replace the same in good condition, under the
superviaion of the road commissioners and to

«*w*r*r g

£o Urt.
( \FFIC1Jf?

properly kaown, bar lynx
lint I »l*b to offer an erso good,
pl.nation aa to the fact* of the ease, aa far a*
Mr. Aathnry. the town treasurer and tbe comMr. Aatbury shot
missioners are concerned
tbe cut while out guaalngtor rabbits, skinned

j

j

YIUJMJY-Bseotn!

So far

will rot* and instruct Ite
in charge construction work
to let by contract all new

town

j

itself as a piece of unnecessary expense, and reminds the governor and
the campaign orators of 1909 of their
charges of republican extravagance,
compared with which the expense of
thiB special session is a trifle large.
Then the three reasons for calling
the session are discussed. The elec-

to

com-

their satisfaction.
There can be no question but in the last ten
years it has cost the town many hundreds of
dollars from this cause alone. The street comdegrees, but the robin was on hand again an obsolete system of street lighting, and ! missioners comnlain of this bitterly. They
for dinner in tbe same tree.
many other so-called improvements, that tbe have no assurance, after expending large sums
town may be made more attractive and desira- I of money io repairing aud macadamising a
ble as a summer resort.
Mrs. Harriet Orcutt, of Bucksport, is
street, that it is immune from the pick and
Invariably these arguments have been sup- sbovei; nor can we iearu that they have any
one of Hancock county’s young old ladies.
and supplemented by the admonition power by ordinance or other authority to see
Mrs. Orcutt is ninety-two years of age, ported
that if the public spirit failed to respond to tbat the material is properly removed and reand is smarter and better read than many
these demands the summer sojourner and placed. and the street left In good permanent
of the younger generation, being thorprospective builder would go elsewhere. These condition.
oughly conversant with the topics of the arguments have been so persistently hamTo see if the town will vote and petition to
day, both foreign and domestic. She reads mered into the minds of tbe people that it has the legislature of 1913 for a «i*ecial act grantwithout the aid of glasses, and during the become a settled policy to grant whatever may ing the towu of Eden the right to adopt the
past fall has spun thirty-four skeins of be asked almost without question, in tbe fear commission form of government. Said act to
of otherwise endangering the prosperity of go into operation when ratified and confirmed
yarn. She is an expert knitter. On Thanks
our beautiful town. Tbe natural and legitiby the town at soy annual meeting.
giving day Mrs. Orcutt took dinner with
mate outcome of this short sight policy baa
We do uot urge the immediate adoptioo of
her son, Amos Orcutt, who lives two miles
been for the people to levy money with the act set forth in the foregoing article, but
from her home, and on Christmas this j
thoughtless extravagance, and officials to ex- we do recommend it* passage by the uext
energetic woman prepared a dinner at her pend it with almost lavishness. Resident and legislature, so that the town may be lo a posihome for tbe family.
non-resident alike are responsible for this tion to take advantage of tu provisions whenI condition of
affairs, and should co-operate id ever it becomes evident that better cnuniciState Land Agent and Forest Commis- tbe remedy.
| psl government may be thereby secured,
KBCOMMBNDATIOMS.
We believe aa a whole that the present valusioner Frank E. Mace is an enthusiastic
To elect on pint ballot five selectmen for a ation is right, bat we also believe there arr
coin collector, and baa many rare old coins
fix
their compensation. mauy individual cases in which glaring inin bis collection. He has given particular term of one year and
exist. We suggest a more careful
attention to American coins, and included The idea of u change in the management of equalities
the ooard of selectmen has suggested a
readjustment and equalisation of property
in his list are silver dollars of 1796, 1799
change in the number. The general statute values.
and 1805, half-dollars of 1821,1821 and 1826,
expressly state* that the towu may elect by
The report is signed by Julien Emery,
silver flve-cent pieces of 1832,1829 and 1837, ballot
three, five or seven selectmen. The A. J.
Babbidge, A. E. Ijtwreooe, 8. J.
dime of 1838, and silver tbree-cent pieces of best of legal authority has been consulted,
E. K. Whitaker, F. L. Brewer
1852 and 1853. He also has some rare Ger- and npiuions given, that the selectmen may Clement,
and H. E. Wakefield, members of the comman, Mexican and English
pieces of be elected on joint ballot.
We have gooe carefully over the subject, mittee.
money, including an English penny of
1806. One of the most peculiar pieces in aud arrived at the conclusion that five men
AT PHILLIPS LAKE.
would be nearer ideal; more oompact than
his collection is a campaign cent, which
seven, and not ao easily dominated by one
was minted in 1857 at Prince Edward’s
Engineers at Work on 1’lans for
man as a board of three. The idea is to elect
Island, and which bears upon the {reverse a board of five selectmen of well-known active
Electric Power Plant.
the words: “Self Government and Free and successful business capacity, and
J. Fred Webster, of Brookline, Mess.,
proTrade.”
perty-holders of the town.
who is carrying on an extensive pulp end
One of the number shall be appoiated by cord wood
operation at Phillips lake this
POLITICAL NOTES.
the full board and designated aa chairman it
winter, is having plans made for an elecan annual silary to be fixed by the towu at
tric
power plant at the outlet of the lake.
Harry L. Crabtree, of Ellsworth, has an- its annual meeting. We recommend a salary
if he decides to go ahead with the plan
nounced his candidacy for the republican approximating 91.500. He is to be the execuia
it
said to be his intention to run a pentive officer of the board, devote his entire
nomination for county-attorney.
time, be in constant attendance at the office stock from the dam at the outlet of the
Burke Leach, of Bucksport, has anexcept when called oat on official duties. He lake, down past the dam below, in order
nounced that be will enter the primaries
shall be the accountant, make recommenda- to give the
required head. The generator
to secure the democratic nomination for tions to the full hoard aud have
equal voting will be located there aod the power will,
sheriff.
power with them.
according to the plans, be carried back
The other four members shall act In an adJohn E. Doyle, of Ellsworth, announces
about three mites to a place near the railhimself as a candidate on the democratic visory capacity, and we qpcommend a salary road
aiding recently put in where a mill for
of 91 per meeting each. They may have teguticket for the nomination for county
lar stated meetings, or he subject to the call cutting the pulp and cord wood will be
commissioner.
of the chairman, or both. The full board erected.
There ia quite a tract of land to be cut
shall pass upon all important matters, and inover, it being understood that before the
struct the chairman iu work assigned to him.
is finished between ts.000 snd
operation
The decision of a majority of the full board
7,000 acres of laud will be gone over.
shall be float in all matters.

especially

attempt

and

of any description,
construction work, and all general repair
work of any considerable amount.
That * municipal corporation cannot peras
form labor by the day nor furnish material
la
cheaply aa can be done by private concern
that
when
a well-recognized fact, especially
We
are
to
competition.
work ia thrown open
the
larger
satisfied tbat by contracting

<

the governor.

already quoted,

if the

| officers, having

j

(3;
prohibitory

tee

long been restleaa

ha*

9

Jfot Salt.

Bluehill pussy which was sacriflcssd to tho
bob-cat bounty law, and wboee tail waa
fish and game
turned down by the State
commissioner* when presented as evidence
ol I be killing ols bob cat.
According to Oame Warden Butler, tbe
rat was * freak he believes It was s cross
between s bob-cat and a common house
cat. He writcaTHK AMMICA* aa follows:

a tendency to
qncationnble nemea. aud have
correct corrupt practices altendant upon
but it
loose and 1-regular registration law*,
over
will satisfy the public mind 03 a matter

1

•oo.riQd^k*^?^
Shop.

on

I noticed an article Insist* i»«« ol Tar
Aubsjca*. slatio* that the town treasurer ol
Bluehill had paid Samuel a.tburr the bounty
bnl the State
on what wss called s “bob-cat",
commissioner* ol Bsh and same had decided
cat and that
Jnmestlo
was
that the animal
to the bounty
the claimant waa not ahUtled
or ns thgy
as allowed by law on ''bob-cat*",

back more than twenty years.
Tbe present generation has been carefully
scbooleJ to tbe idea that the natural attractions of Bar Harbor must be augmented by
every possible artificial attraction in order to
purposes
meet tbe growing popular demands, and to
The revisession is called:
Sunday, when Ellsworth thermometers keep the summer visitor coming to oar
found
Its
advocates have been
the re- registered from sixteen to twenty de- ■bores.
sion of the election laws;
men
grees below zero and the mercury barely j among our most conservative business
districting of the State for congres- showed its head above zero for the day, a and financiers. Expensive schemes have
j
and
our
annual
been
through
special
pushed
the considera- robin was seen in Ellsworth, finding a
sional purposes;
meetings by retained counsel under preslaw.
tion of the
breakfast on the frozen crabapples which i
sure of tbe same arguments.
Some of the newspapers of the State remained on a tree in front of Mrs. H. H.
Thus we have gone on building expensive
severe on this action of Emerson s house on Church street. Mon- j streets and sidewalks,
are
elaborate
sewers,
day morning was still colder, by about six drains,costly public buildings, maintaining

Express

the Ineer-

losing tbe election by the close mar- appointed in the town of Eden to investigin of fifteen votes. He is a member I gate the causes of the high rate of taxes 1
of the Knights of Pythias, and a past- has been made public. The report con- the town.
! The advantage* of snch an act to an bonchancellor of Donaqua lodge.
tains so much of vital interest to every iest administration oi municipal government
municipality, and so much sound sense I ere too obvinos to need extended comment
By proclamation of the President, in its recommendations, that it is of more i It will not only purge tbc check llet of meoy

Subscription Price—#2 00 a year; *1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In adrance. |1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectlrelv Single copies 5 cents. All arresrages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per

specific
special

recommends

JWpj®antvfc.

m»k,,mall
*B *owll|
Bristol. Vt,

Hlurhlll Pussy.
Ustne Warden Walter K Butler, of Bluehill, throws some light on the story of the
Light

the wertion of the following ertielee In
rent for town meeting:
to
To see If the town will vote end petition
»c‘ f°r ***
the legislature of HI* for e special
Inhabitown of Eden, requiring that every
lo the
tant shell fund h positive evidence
all poll
paid
board o! registratiou of having
as a voter in
taxes due before he can register

RATE—RADICAL

CAUSES OF HIGH TAX

!
Some

t hrow*

Wartleu Butler

Game

towns in the State.

SION SUBMITTED.

the bar in January, 1900, and has been
practicing in Ellsworth ever since.
Mr. Crabtree has always been a republican. He has twice been a candidate for mavor, the second time

AT

In the

OF 8PECIAL COMMIS-

REPORT

THK TAIL «r A CAT.

of yeara.
lighting company tor a term
the
judgment of the committee
more
town of Eden Iz paying 35 per cent,
and
for street lights than other citiea

•

JtfAK HAivlSUlt lAAEiO.

atcd

-—-rcll QVmerxcan

Qunmnteed

e*»el. for man, woman
Sent postpaid fur 36c.

or

•olid sterling
•ilrer picture
frame, with
chltd. Size 3 z 3 i-2 in

in
born, sour stomach, roaring or ringing
tbs ears, melancholy and liter troubles.
Dr. Howard's specific will core you. If l*
dose not It will oot coat you a cent.

Hopper Co.t ftp WromfUid g<., Boa*on, Maaa

j

The only place to get
bargain# is at the
etare that advertises for your trade.

cure.

When yoar head aches yoor stomach
does not digest food stsily and naturally,
when there is constipation, specks before
tbe eyes, tired feeling, giddiness, bed
taste in tbe month, coated tongue, heart

\

The more eyes on advertisement colehee
the more dollar* it is worth.
s

1
1

j

winniuMum.

aobtrtiwmrnt*.

j

abbmtennent*.

j

ROOST! Ellsworth Food Fair. Fah
NEWS,

COUNTY

j

NORTH CA8TINE.
Hall i« home from Brockton,
Jjn l)an»
M«*>baa gone to Bancroft 1
William Dunbar

joying.
jliu Mabel

B.

building

is

an

|
!

j

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Wade Grindle has returned to Lewiston.

:

Webster ia home from

Bfceboro.
Ct»r!;« P. WardweU

warder. Miss Florence B. Morgan; sentinel, Alfred F. Robbins. After the officers
were installed, the retiring matron, Mrs.
Virgelia W. Smith, was presented with a
past matron's Jewel. Sapper was served
in the banquet hall.
Jan. 8.
Spec.

Guy Condon has returned to his school
in Waterville.

ad-

barn.
dition to hi*
la working
Prank Perklna, of Oaatlna,
Dunbar’a.
,t Mrs Clar*
Walker la back at her school
Mi« Ndlie
diatrict.
ia the Emerson
has a crew of men emPsa! Wescott
cutting cordwood.

Thompson and family have
Springs.
Mias Jennie Wight, who has been seriously ill, is much improved.
Charles Staples and wife, who have been
visiting relatives in Belfast, are home.
Stillman Grindle has purchased the resiployed
went to Portland dence built and formerly owned by SidDipt. George Dunbar
m roa'e tor Boeton.
ney Gray.
l„t seek
and wife left last
Joseph M. Hutchins, one of the promiStephen Marshall
nent public rqen of this town, is critically
«wk for their home in Port Clyde.
111 at his home at North Penobscot.
Misa Emma C. Wardwall, after a two
Robert

moved to Stockton

Jan. 9.

wwt«- vacation, has returned to the
normal school.
Fred WardweU and wits ware entertained New Year's day at the home of
their son Charles.
C. M. Leach ia recovering from a severs
attack of laryngitis. Roe# Conner ia do-

|

BLUE 111 LL FALLS.
Abbie Merrill is visiting relatives here
and at Brooksville.
Mr*. Angie Caadage has returned home
from North Bluehill.

Roy Barstow and wife

lag hi* work.
A

Christmas

pleasing

concert

Dunbar seboolhouee waa enjoyed
large audience Christ mas night.
William

Hooper

has

Easy to Mako Space,
“Old Colonel RulTenreddy was night
editor of a morning paper," said the
major, "and I was night city editor.
The paper was small, and there was
always more than enough to fill, even
wheu the ads. were at the lowest point.
When the ads. were up It was a fight
to get anything into the sheet.
“But the colonel hail a rule that always met the situation. In the early
part at the evening. Just ns the crush
was beginning, he would come into the
news room and declare that everything
must be cut to a paragraph.
‘Any
story can be told in a paragraph."
"Then he would slash Into everything
and as far as possible get things into
paragraphs, even If they required
scare heads. When makeup time came
and there was a flood of ads. the colonel would throw out the paragraphs
with the remark. ‘If It isn’t worth more
than a paragraph It isn't worth using."
"No; he never had any trouble In
making space for the ads.—New Vork
Herald.

Ross Colson is clearing the Sylvester
pasture, now owned by Mrs. A. P. Nevin.

a

Bowden has returned home, after
working for Abram Duffee, wbo is in
poor health.
Rosa Cine, after a short vacation with
his sister, has returned to his duties on
steamer Boolhbay.
Later he expects to
visit Texas, where be has relatives.
Jan. 8.
Crumbs.
Girard

recently purchased

fine Holstein cows to add to his large
herd «t the Emerson farm.
two

A. C. Ladd, who baa spent some time
with hia daughter at David Hitchcock's,
ha* gone to hia home in Brownville.

George Lowell, who spent bia vacation
with h» parents in West Uauldsboro, has
retorn.It to resume bia studies at the high
■acbool.
Alpheus Blaiadelt, of East Orland, who
spent ibe holidays with bia family, baa
ntnrnrd to hia work at A. K. Dodge *.
Sir. Dodge is finishing and painting the
outside of hie new house.
Jan. 8._L.

returned to

have

their home in Brewer.

at the

by

G.

_

SOUTH

BROOKSVILLE.

Admiral Blake, of Brooklin, is visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. Alfred hurt her wrist badly by
fall on the ice.
The smell

j

PROSPECT HARBOR.

fishermen

are

gelling

a

small

good prices.
VV. C. Bates made a business trip to Belfast Friday.

catches but

Alien Smith,
superintendent of the
Mi»* Audrey Hunt baa returned to her
charge here, after a vacation of two week*. grauite company, is on a trip to New
York.
District-Superintendent H. B. Haskell
A company from Blaehitl will present a
preached a floe sermon in the Methodist !
play at Forrester hall Thursday evening,
church Sunday.
Jan. 11.
Wilbur V. Cole and wife arrired from
Jan. 8.
C.
Waterville the last of the week for a visit
of a few day* at J. W. Cole's.
LIN.
WEST BROOK

Schoodic lodge, K. of P., conferred the
second rank on a candidate at its last
meeting .Saturday night. The Pythian
Sister* served supper.

The Lydd of Lyddite.
Lyddite, the powder that has such
enormous explosive force and that can
be fired from a gun which Is easily
carried about, does not, as has been
widely supposed, take Its name from
a man. but from an ancient town near
the coast of Kent, In England—the
town of Lydd. where there Is a govHere the
ernment artillery
range.
tests were made that resulted In the
preparation of this explosive, and the
name of the peaceful Kentish village
Is now associated with a subRtunce
that has dealt out death to thousands.
It has other odious qualities besides Its
explosive force, since Its fumes are so
suffocating as sometimes to be Intolerable.
Lydd shares the notoriety
which attaches to the name of Dumdum, that other [*aceful city. In distant Bengal, where are manufactured
the expanding bullets that Great Britain has used front time to time.—Har-

R. C. Bridges, who has been scalloping
with Clark Bridges, is at home.
Booth bay,

Ahtra Bridges, of
•pent a few days recently at home.
Windsor and Oaynell Bridges, who
spent Christmas at home, hive returned
to Hebron academy.
the steamer

Genevieve K. Cole, Miss Gladys
Hatchings and C. B. Colwell were guests
of Mr*. Arthur L. Strout, of Winter Harbor, the last of the week.
Mi**

Jesse Eaton and wife, who have been
Misa Olive Guabee, the primary teacher,
visiting Mr. Eaton’a mother, have rereceived some beautiful roses recently
j turned to Cceanville.
from an aunt who is in Hastings, Pla. !
Curtis Carter and family, of Fall River,
They present a striking contrast to our
Mass., who were called here by the death
present weather* and HU the room with
of Burly Ciosaon, have returned home.

|

fragrance.
Jan. 8.

C.

j

B,

Jan. 8.

NORTH BLCEHILL.
DEER ISLE.
Merle

Small

to

Kent's Hill

resume

her studies

returned

seminary Monday,

to

j

ntrt

<

Friday night.

to the

Monday for Ells-

Marie Hsrriman
worth, where she has employment.
Miss Alice Brooks, of Ellsworth, spent
the past two weeks at F. L. Candage’s.
Oscar Dyke left Monday by way of Ellaworth for a week’s visit in Boston and
left

in music.

The Rockland Y. M. C. A. basket bail
team * ill play Deer Isle high school here

Fred S. Hinckley is confined
house with a stomach trouble.

Captain Dan Want Soma.
A vivid picture of the burdens which
British policies and wars laid upon onr
Infantile commerce Is supplied by the
experience of Captain Daniel Driver
of the schooner Three Brothers, sailing to the West Indies In 1739 with a
cargo valued at £550.
First the Three
Brothers was seized by an English
privateer, the King of Russia, nine
guns. Captain James Inclleto, and carried Into Antigua, and that was the
last of her.
Sailing again In the
Schooner Betsey for Guadeloupe, a
French frigate captured and carried
him Into that port, where he had to
ransom bis vessel for 4,000 livres ($800)
tand leave three hostages for payment.
Returning with the schooner Mary
under a flag of truce, he was sent Into
New Providence by the EngllsL privateer
Revenge, Captain James McDonald, which, however, had to release him.
He reached Guadeloupe,
paid the ransom, released his hostages
and was bound for home when a Captain Blanche In a French frigate arrested the whole outfit and detained
him until midwinter, when, penniless
and worn out with undeserved persecution. he managed to get home.—National Magazine.

per’s Weekly.

A Snail’s Tongue.
The severest snow storm for the season
A snail eats by rasping off small parvisited this town Friday and Saturday,
ticles with the tongue. This tongue Is
a narrow baud or ribbon with pointed
making travel i no possible. A large crew vicinity.
D.
Jan. 8.
of men are clearing the huge banks of
teeth set in rows across It. The comanow in the rowd.
mon sing, often found In damp places,
Out of the Ginger Jar.
Temperature, 10 below j
*«ro. Tht mails have not arrived for two
I has more than 25,000 teeth on the
j
I From Ik# Farm Journal. I
I tongue, which act like the ridges on
days.
food Into tbs
Marine lodge, P. and A. M., held its
It Is useless to advise an aviator not to a file and scrape the
I once watched with a magmouth.
annual meeting Tuesday and elected the “go up in the air”, tor that is his businifying lens a small water snail feedfollowing officer.: W. M., Emery W. I ness.
as It alowly crawled up the aide
ing
Pickering; 8. W., P.ol W. Bcolt; J. W„
Home-made things are often the best.
Benjnmin Smith; aecreUry, M. D. Joyee; Especially is this true of the home-made of an aqnarium, and, altbongb I mads
> no
very accurate count, the tongue
treMurer, Augn.tn. O. Urou; 8. D., man.
seemed to be pressed against the glass
Oockett E. Dow; J. D., H»rry Beck.
The man with hla all invested in mining
Jen. 8.
about forty times a minute.—BxR*g.
stocks is seldom in a position to rest on
change.
his ore.

j

^^w

WKBT THE MO.NT.

R*v. E. L. Bigelow
l**t Wednesday

Superintendent

(Jolt's Island
evening with DistrictHaskell.
m

at

Mrs. Barth A. Heed
spent last wehk with
Mrs. F. W. Lunt. Mr*. Lunt's
daughter,
Mrs. O. A.
Tolman, of Rockland, spent a
lee days with her mother
last week.
Miss Helen T. Clark, of Manset, spent
Monday with her aunt, Mrs. Cora
Isrk, before going to Medway, Mass., for
the sinter.
Bha leave* to-day for Boston.
Her. H. B.
Haskell, diatrict euperintendent, held the fourth quarterly conference
the

e’

K«ve

Methodist church Thursday, JaD. 4.
W. Brown, of Southwest Harbor,
helpful and Intereating sermon.

H.
a

Thelma.
SEDGWICK.

Columbia chapter,

O. E. 8., held its inofficers Wednesday evening,
January
Past Grand Warder Alma T.
m»ii w*s the
installing officer, and performed her pert In a brilliant and able
manner. Sbe was assisted
by Mrs. Nellie
bargent, grand chaplain, and Miss Grace
friend, grand marshal. The officers installed were as follows:
Worthy matron,
Mrs. Alices.
Byard; worthy petron, Herbert S.
Dority; associate matron, Mrs.
Caura D. Eaton;
secretary, Mr*. Lucy F.
fmrtty; treasurer, Mrs. Angie 8. Dority;
sondnctreas, Mr*. Lillian M. Robbins; asconductress, Mr*. Mary E. Bracy;
chaplain, Mrs. Fanny H. Lana; marshal,
rt. Nellie M.
Bobbin*; organist. Miss
Mae H.
Small; Adah, Mr*. Virgelia W,
Smith; Ruth, Mra. Flora E. Gray; Bather,
Miee Maud A.
Willey; Martha, Mia* Susie
Col#l Electa, Mis* Jennie E. Qriudle;

•tsllstion

3.

sist*

of

j

Too often the profit* of farming
in

evidence than the

prophets

of

are

less

farming;

pity I
slleged, the

more’s the

main buslnesa of life is
If, as
making money, it is amazing the number
of people who fail at It.
The farmers of this country are fast
reaching the conviction that the parcels
post is s good post to hitch to.
The ostrich is only secondarily responsible for the big miltinory bills. It does
not part with its feathers willingly.

Itiis reported that

in

some

summer the robins nested
In order to reduce the cost

on

sections last
the

ground

of high living.
Speaking of aids to agriculture, there is
the cut-worm, which volunteers to cut the
farmer’s corn long before he is ready to do
it himself.

The genius is a man who thinks of something that immediately sets ail other men
to wondering why they hadn’t thought of
it themselves.
Before you kick the other fellow for not
bringing borne the borrowed maul, go
down to the barn and see it his borrowed
axe stands behind the door.
The rtptrti of Winter.
The Spirit of Winter is with us, making its
known
in mauv different ways—
presence
sometimes by cheery suoshine and glisteuing
snows, and sometimes by driving winds *nd
blinding storms. To many people it seems to
take a delight in making bad things worse,
for rheumatism twists barder.twinges sharper
catarrah becomes more annoying, and the
many symptom* of scrofula are developed
and aggravated. There is not much poetry
iu this, but there is truth, and it is a wonder,
that more people don't get rid of these ailmedicine that cures them—
ments. The
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—ia easily obtaiued and
there is abuuaant proof that its cures aud
radical and permanent.—4dvi.

Reciprocity.

|

“Bure," said Patrick, rubbing hla
bead with delight at the prospect of •
present. “I always mane to do ms

WKDDINO BULLS.
ouBNEY-uvmosroN.
home wedding took

A

pretty

plaoe

at

residence of Mr. and Mr*. Howard W.
Dunn, on Deane street, last Wednesday
evening, when Mra. Dunn’a daughter,
Miss Ruby Jr Gurney, wss married to
Alexander L. Livingston, of Boston.
The bride is a graduate of the Ellsbigb school class ot 1906, and the class
colors of red and white were
tjsed eftectively in the decorations. One corner of
the

■

parlor was tastefully arranged in
festoons, making an ideal background for
tbe ceremony. The dining-roon also was
decorated in tbe same colors, while the
the

table looked attractive in white with
sprays of green.
Promptly at 8 o’clock the wedding procession entered the parlor,
usbercd

[BUIOK

being
in by the music of tbe
Lohengrin wedding march, finely rendered by Miss M. A.
Hodgkins, pianist. The bride was (at1

tired

in

waist
The

ot

traveling
all-over lace

couple

white silk.

over

by Mr. and Mra.
Dunn. The nuptial knot was
were

attended

Willis A.
by the bride’s pastor, Rev. P. A. A.
Killam, and the ceremony was witnessed
by immediate relatives and triends. The
ring service was used.
At 8.30 there was an informal reception,
and many friends of the newly-weds came
to extend congratulations and to enjoy
tbe festivities of tbe occasion. The refreshments were delicious, and were well
served by Mr. and Mrs. Willis Dunn, Miss
Eva Leighton and Miss Winnie Southard.

COMPLETE l_l rsi E OF- LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

tied

1

Even here the class colors

evidence,
had

a

red

as

each

cherry

were

again

in

pyramid of ice-cream

on

ances trate

yon

as

liberally.”—London

Telegraph.
Ths Matrimonial League.
The baseball player gazed softly at
her.
| “Would you sign with me for the
game of life?” he whispered tenderly.
“That will depend somewhat on your
batting average and your capacity for
making home runs,” she replied.—Har-

per’s Weekly.
You Nsvsr Can Tall.
Crawford—You spoke of opening a
hank account In your wife's name In
aider to teach her the value of money.
How did It turn out? Crabehaw—She
used It up to pay a lot of bills I coaid
have staved off for six months.—Lip-

plncott**.

_

‘•Why does the giraffe

long
because its head

have sach

a

the teacher,
la ac tar away from its body,” hopefully
ana were (be boy.
“She married him to reform him.”
“And whet was the result?” “He’a ao
good now that he’a shocked at nearly
everything she does.”
neck?” asks

19121

The celebrated liuick car for 1912 is on the market with FIVR
MOD h 1,8—two runabout; three touring car. We are selling
agents. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.

suit of blue with

a

•

5 Models —$860 to

$1,800.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Street, Ellsworth,

Water

|

Maine.

;

GARAGE

!
j
j

its apex.

and every tool needed to do

—

repairing with

all

speed.

^lillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Mr. Livingston is the second officer on j
the steamship Lexington, of the Merchants' & Miners’ Transportation Co., plying between Philadelphia and Jacksonville, Fla., with Savannah as a port of call.
Mrs. Livingston is well-known in this
city, and has been successful as a teacher, ;
both in Ellsworth
and other towns. =

J

“It is

jEj

it is better to lie
tube nure;
it is be't to be insured” with

good

~

insured;

==
=

1C. W. & F. L. MASON 1

Many pretty

and

useful

presents indicated the esteem of their friends.
The happy couple left on the late train
fora trip to include Saco,
Portland, Boston and
make

Philadelphia,

their home.

where

they

HZ

ZH

will

PLUMBING,

have the best wishes of

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Arthur Moore is improving slowly.

Twenty Years' Experience.
for Mrs. A.

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

spent Sunday at

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Moore.
Mrs. Charles Scribner

Milford.
Bert Spencer is here for
visiting her parents.
Mrs.

a

few

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5-5.

days

CLARION.
Whether it’s

range or a fui

a

“Clarion’’, it ia
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

White, who is employed at
Columbia Falls, spent Sunday at home.
Mrs. Gus Danico, of Ellsworth, is visiting her daughters, Mrs. A. Hutchins and
Mrs. B. Higgins.
The new station agent, Frank Trafton,
is occupying Charles Scribner's house.

8 Day Watches $5

Trafton’s sister has been her guest
the past week.
Mrs.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

C OATS

F UR

For quality and price my
stock cannot be excelled.

Have you seen them?

Wellsalacteil line of Nockwear being closed out cheap

These perfect, accurate and inexpensive
watches are guaranteed to be as represented.
Your money back if they do not prove satisfactory. They will run eight days with one
winding. Open face, nickel c vse, with fancy
dial, price, $5.

Clothing Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

Blue Steel, Tula Steel, Damasquiu and
Silver Cases to Suit Purchaser.
Exceptional flae value in Holiday Post Cards, 25 fo

Jerome Young, of Surry, arrived Monday to haul cord wood for M. Quinn.
Waldo Higgins, of Ellsworth Falls, is also
employed by Mr. Quinn. Ben and Keuel
Higgins are cutting wood for Capt. Horace
F. Lord. John Dyer is hauling for C. P.
Bennoch.

J. P.

Main Street,

Aleck

25 cents. post free.

W chman &

H. M.

DAVID FRIEND.
Main Street.

Ellsworth

...

ComntiBsion fflcrrtjants.
The advertisements below represent some of
the lead I mi houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless And them 01 value.

Co.,

Springfield, Mass.
ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

MARINE LIST.

<RO

C0fini5S!0N merchant

WAKHKIt.1

NO

PAY,

All kinds of laundry work done at short
Goods called tor and delivered.

Hancock County Forts.
Southwest Harbor—Jan, 1, in port, Bchs
Carrie E, Lavolta, Anna L Sanborn. Ga a
Nicke son, Evelyn G
Jan 8, sch Annie F Kimball
Jan 8, Id port at Bass Harbor, sch Grace
Darling (Bn Parrsboro, N 8 for Salem

WANT

notice

APPLES

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ehsworth. Me
Estey Building. StateSt..

Poultry

ELECTRICAL

BORN.

Ful

Eatiaatos

os

Dressed Lambs and Calves

AND FIXTURE*.
Wlriai sad Sapplies Cbatrfally Ohrea

ANDREW M.
Kstey Baihliuc 4i*t» St..

Anyone

Ellswortb

troubled with

AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BKOS..
107-109 So. Market St.. Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

DEAL

obtain a cure.

can

BRODI8—PERRY—At Rockland, by Re? B H
Fifleld, Miss Flossie J B rod is to Arthur
Perry, both of Stonington.
DAMON—CARTER—At Deer Isle, Dec 25, by
Rev H W Collins, Miss Grace E Damon, of
Deer Isle, to Sylva J Carter of Stonington.
GILES—PAGE—At Hampden, Dec 80, by Rev
L A Gould, Mrs Geneva (I Giles, of Amherst, to Warren R Page, of Hampden.
GURNEY—LIVINGSTON—At Ellsworth, Jan
3, by Rev P A A Killatn, Miss Ruby J Gurbey, of Ellsworth, to Alexander Lauchlln
Livingston, of Boston.
JOY-WORKMAN—At Winter Harbor, Jan 6,
by Joseph M Gerrish, esq, Miss Lena Jov to
Augustus Workman, both of Winter Harbor.
8MITH-8TANWOOD-At Ellsworth. Dec 27.
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Susie W Smith
to Harry B Stanwood, both of Ellsworth.
STINSON— 8TINSON-At North Penobscot,
Dec 27. by Rev E A Carter, Vesta A Stinson
to Melvin P Stinson, both of 8tonington.
YOUNG-YOUNG-At Rochester, N. H., Dec
10. by Rev Charles H Percival. Lillian
Young to Harry C Young, both of Portsmouth, N. H.

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EdCJS.
Top Market Prices.
Prompt Returns.
To Ellsworth

BERRIES

MOOR.

E1C Z H M A

MARRIED.

and Eggs

POTATOES

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

CAMPBELL—At Ellsworth, Jan 7, to Mr and
Mrs George M Campbell, a son.
DORR—At Ellsworth Falls, Dec 29, to Mr and
Mrs William P Dorr, a son.
LADD—At South Brooksville, Jan 2, to Mr
and Mrs Charles Ladd, twin sons.
NEVILL8—At Bluehill, Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest E Neville, a daughter.

WITH

quotations

Write with stamp to Mrs. Warren
Hutchinson, South Brooksville, Me,

on

request

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established

1863

Wholesale

Commission
OULTRV. COOS, FRUIT.

Prafreatonal Cam.

C.

C.

MORRISON,

M

St., Bangui,

Me.

241 State

I).

SPECIAL WORK ON

EYE, EAR. NOSE AND THROAT.
QLAS8R8.

LAKQB ASSORTMENT OF

Office Hours: 9

a. m. to

8 p.

DR-

C.

HOLT,
Dentist,
Maine.

Bangor,
OPFICK
23 Hammond St.
Office hours

: 9

RESIDENCE.
26 Fourteenth St
to 12.1ft ; l to ft.

Evenings by appointment

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

PRODUCE

ass

Hall & Cole

Frail and Produce Ccmnrss’on Merchants
Applas. Potatoes and Cranberries

m.

E.

Merchants

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Faneull Hall Market,
Boston, M
Stencils, etc., furnished on application.

Sundays by Appointment.

DIKD.
ATWOOD—At Bucksport, Jan 8, Jease R Atwood, aged 89 years.
BAKEMAN-At South Brooksville, Jan 5,
Rosilla Dyer, widow of Reuel Bakeman,
aged 78 years, 7 months. 29 days.
GUPTILL—At Surry, Jan 7. Arthur M, son of
Mr and Mrs Vinal Guptill, aged 8 years, 11
months, 16 days.
LANE—At Oceanvllle, Jan 8, Mrs Mary Ellen
Lane, aged 67 years. 11 months, 16 days.
MILLKR-At East Bluehill, Jan 4. Capt John
Miller, aged 89 years.
ROBERTSON-At Blnehill, Jan 2, Annette O
Robertson, aged 2 months, 11 days.
SELLERS-Aft Deer Isle, Dec 28, Miss Lnella
Sellers, aged 54 years, 8 months, 18 days.
WALLS—At Pretty Marsh. Jan 8, Edgar W
Walla, aged 18 years, 9 months, 8 days.

—

nace—if it ia a

Bangor.
Merrill is working

THE

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

John Merrill is visiting his daughters at
Alrna

=

HZ

Almost the entire wed-

GREEN LAKE.
Mrs.

=

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable. all connected with city water and electric
lights, and bout acre ol land. A bargain on easy terms.

j

ding party (though not by invitation) escorted them to the train and bade them a
hearty farewell, with several variations on
the theme. They
a host of friends.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

=

duty."

‘T believe you," replied hla employer,
"and therefore I shall make you a present of all you have stolen from me
during the year."
"Thank yer honor,” replied Pat, “and
may all your friends and acquaint-

19-24,12.

our

Specialties

100 102 Faneuil Hall Market,
BOhTON
Send for Stencils and weekly market report.

Human Hair Goods
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
Fine quality only, sent on approval to responsible parties, at the lowest prices for the finest

goods.

CARLES HAIR STORE.
Portland, tie.
SiS A Congress SL,

SPECIALTY MADE OF

|

|

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust On of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Malu and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drur
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
'^=====-=——-■-■■I-IL-.
The merchant who does not advertiee in
a

dull

eeaeon

makes it

more

I thoee who do advertiee.

profitable for

FURS!
Bring,

or

send your Furs by express to

as, and get highest market prices from reliable people. Write as what you have.

BANOOR TALLOW CO.,
Bangor, Meins

146 Broad Street.

,'rubHcribe tor Th* Amkkioan

COUNTY NEWS.

J. W. Hastings and wife

FRANKLIN.
Miss Hazel Clark

Bangor Mon-

in

was

songratillations
born

day.

High school opened
sion Tuesday.

ses-

Jan.

is

having

a

painful

the Social

Tuesday

up from
last week with relawere

entertained
The girls’ club sextette
by Miss Helen Bragdon Saturday after-

in that

morn tog.

Mrs. Martha and Mrs. Carrie Havey returned from their visit with relatives in
Bangor Friday.
The ladies’ aid society conducted a llve-

Miss
the

her

winter with

Trask and

was

with mingled feelings of joy and
that the members of the Frances E.
Willard W. U. T. U. learned of the heav-

It

at

with sale of candy and iceRMonday evening.
TRENTON.
Mrs. A. B. Fernald and daughter Miss
Mrs. Harry Newton returned to her
Bessie returned Monday from an extended
home in Jackman Wednesday.
visit in Waltham, Mass.
Albert Jordan and family have moved
The many friends of Mrs. C. E. Uwelley !
are glad to know she is rallying from the j into the Henry Smith house.
severe ill tarn of Tuesday night.
Mrs. Benjamin Jordan was called to
cent social

neighbors who
Mr. E. A. McNiel

Bangor last week by the serious illaess of

and

friends

The few

agreeably surprised
New Year’s night were warmly
*

her sister.

welcomed. ;

The basket-ball game between Winter
Harbor and Franklin teams New Year’s
night was followed by a ball and oyster
The game

supper.

Mary Homer

Mrs.

John Doniin, wife and son Clarence have
returned to Frankfort, after spending
Christmas with

_

wife

alarmed

were

i

Sunday by the smell of smoke about their
home, which was promptly looked after
a

blaze averted.

The inmates of Mrs. McNeil’s home dis-

caught around woodwork,

covered fire had
from

burning soot

4.30

at

pipe
Neighbors

about the furnace

Tuesday morning.

quickly responded
help, and soon subdued

to their

summons

for

the flames.

Jan 9.

B.

Jan. 8.

May.

killed a fifteen-monthshog that weighed 547 pounds.
will haul

Coon^bs

Capt.

from the

Gott lot to the mill this winter.
8. S. Scammon has a crew on the McNiel lot, getting birch and stave wood.
The thermometers
below in

returned to her

home

light Monday.
John Dorr is home from Sutton’s island,

where he has been

registered twenty-two j
places Sunday morning.

some

News has been received

from California

of the death of Meltiah Scammon, who

2&i) crust nunU-

Must

It.

employed.

Well-Known

People

Tell It So

as

one, and it was
that her beloved

in
the cozy
p.'anned to build for her
rest

summer

interesting
evening at

had

lard acre, deeded to this
ribboner. Dr. Fullerloo

which she

of

member,

was

or

Plainly.

employed.

Alias Flora Stratton was a
guests of Miss Hailie Leach in

loved

and

endorsement is made

a

30,

the

mot hem’

club,

ol

oc-

and

home

was

time until supper was announced. This
consisted of lobsters served in several dif-

as-

styles, which greatly added to the
mothers’ culinary fame. The fathers are
impatiently waning for the next meeting.
ferent

Bi'KC.

Jan. 4.

Mm. Will Church and brother

**Oh, ■white soul! from that far-off shore
Float some sweet song the waters o'er.
Our faith confirm, our fears dispel
With the dear voice we loved so well.”

Jan. 8.

Scboppe,
ors

MAN SET.

working

is

After

Nellie

for

her studies at Bates

resume

college.

Bunday school will bold a cobweb
party and ice-cream social Tuesday evening al the church.
Q.
Jan. 8.
The

_

Miss Helen Clark
a

NORTH ORLAN0.
A

daughter

was born to
Alvertie (ir»j
Sunday.
Mrs. Bern lee Ridley returned
,
Ellswnrtb Tells Thursday.

Charles M under has gone to
Brooksvill^
employment for the winter
Mrs. Jessie Billings is taking ears
of
Mrs. Carrie Oray.

where be has

Mrs. Mary Davia.who has been
seriously
is better.
Jan. 8,
E

ill,

FRANKLIN ROAD.
J. W. McKay
boro

a

borne from Goulds,

was

Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Butler
for a tew days.
over

baa gone to

Milford

Mis* Piffle Mcp'arisnd. of
pills*n«A
visited her sieter, Mr*. O. L. Stew art. Hiturday nigbt.
Jan. 8.
j),

HALL QUARRY.
Mrs, Ruth Orindle Is nursing Mrs. AUti
Freeman at Pretty Marab.
George Cbiieet baa returned after spending Christmas and New* Years at Loaa
cove.

Miss Myra Kiniaton, who has tees
working for Mr*, lew fence Kohem r, ha
returned.to her home at Pretty Marsh.
Jan 8.
Bbiab.

home from

is

dimmiscsunU

Bernard

short time.

The dedication of the Methodist cbnrch
postponed from Jan. 14 to a

later date.

George Wood is keeping house in Luther
Goodwin's bouse w hile be is smelling.
A?fO!».
Jan. 8.
--

The ladies’ aid society at Morgan’s bay
had a supper and sale Tuesday, Jan. 2, for
Prothe benefit of the new church.
ceeds, f!2.
The Methodist

Hun day

school

_

is the highest type of
womanhood.

has

elected officers for the year aa follows: G.
P. Ingalls, superintendent; 8. A. Me-

Scott’s
Emulsion

Graw, assistant superintendent; I/n« A.
Elsie Jordan,
secretary; Mrs.

Sperry,

treasurer.

Jan. 8.

Hpkc.
_

and

Wesley,

where

work of

teaching

Isa bell
few*

days

family

his

Fred Black and wife were guests of Alton Houston and wife, of Holden, Saturday and Sunday.

Thursday

they will

resume

public

for

their

schools.

at

Ellsworth spending

a

John Jordan, who has been sorely
afficted by rheumatism, is now confined to
her bed.

Jennie Pool, the only resident in
taught by Roderick Stanley, of Cranberry town over eighty-seven, although unable
Isles, and the primary by Mibs Welch, of to get around as actively as in younger
Booth bay Harbor.
days, still retains her mind as in days of
Jan. 2.
Sub.
; her youth. If anyone want to see a pleasant face and spend a few hours in pleasant
Capt. W. R. Keene was in Rockland last conversation, he needs only to call on
week on busiuess.
“Aunt Jennie”.
8.
•.Jan. 8.
Mrs. Lurvey has been visiting her son
Mrs.

The

into the Peaks houae.

J. T. Wolvin and wife have returned
a week’s visit in Eastport with Mrs.
Wolvin’s son, Leroy Varnum.
Misses Agnes and Bernice McLaughlin,
of Lewiston, spent Christmas week with
their parents, Joseph McLaughlin and
from

with friends.

highest type of
nourishing and

curative elements in
Scott's Emulsion are so

Morgan, of McKinley, has moved

left

Mm.

Ellsworth. I with bis great grandparents, John Moore
and wife, at Seawall.
I
Schools began Jan. 2. The grammar is

Mrs. A. A. Colby spent a few days of last
relatives in Bangor.

week with
Wra.

the

curative food.

vacation, here F. C.

in the

is

in

relatives

wife

C.

Frost is

visited

their

M ARIAYILLE.

daughters at Owl's Head.
Gladys Whitmore is employed byJ.L.
Ellsworth,
Stanley & Sons as book-keeper.
John A. Hopkins, jr., spent his vacation
week-end

L. K. Black

Mrs.

Brewer last week.

visit to

his

DEDHAM.

Harry

recent visit-

were

Jan. 8.

Fred Torrey has returned from

>

Cherryflcld,

spending

Worcester

Robinson.
left Monday to

of

here.

Fred Winslow and family, who have
spent the holidays at their home here, returned to Northeast Harbor la*t week.

Spray.

Uray

*

street.

Steuben.

ultimate recovery.

The many friends of Alias Etta Springer
are sorrjr to hear that she is not improving

boy.

j

hss been

The event

attentive

Edith

Greely Walla and wile are receiving conon a New Yemr’s preaent ol a

gratulations

connected with the club.

of James Varnum and
largely attended. The talented violinist, Charles A. Turnbail, jr.,
rendered excellent selections, accompanied
by Mrs. Nellie Pnippeu on the piano.
After this, cards and games occupied the

faithful

public
by
as might be wished.
representative citizen of Ellsworth, the in health as fast
Mrs. Henry Butler and daughter Hazel
proof is positive. You must believe it.
have
to Alilford for a few days’ visit,
Read this testimony.
Every backache Miss gone
Hazel will attend the winter term of
sufferer, every man, woman or child with high school in Old Town.
any kidney trouble, will find profit in the
Anon.
Jan. 8.
reading.
EDEN.
Henry for a few days.
Nelson R. Jellison, Water St., Ellsworth,
Schools began here Jan. 2, after a two
Me., says: “I had a very annoying case
W. H. Ward, neediug more room, has
recess.
weeks’
of kidney trouble and was laid up for
moved the Centennial hall, which he
Miss Mary Jordan went to Bangor last
several days, almost helpless. There was
bought a lew years ago, on to a concrete
weeie to have her eyes treated.
a constant pain in my back, and the kidfoundation just across the road from bis
were
secretions
retarded.
of
and
Colbarn
Mrs.
of
ney
Hearing
Higgins
children,
present store, and added some twenty feet
Doan’s Kidney PUL, 1 procured a supply Winter Harbor, spent last week here.
in length. The basement, which is the
at Moore’s Drug Store and began their
Capt. H. W. Jellison, who has been with entire length of the building, will be fitted
use as directed.
worked
They
wonders, his family daring the holdaya, has return- up tor his store with a plate glass front
and it required the contents of only three
ed to New York to look after extensive re- and conarete floor. On the next floor he
boxes to correct my trouble. It is a pleaswin have box-ball, billiards, ice-cream
pairs on Col. Green’s yacht.
ure to
endorse this valuable remedy.”
tables and soda fountains; the banquet
Jan. 6.
V.
(Statement given December 3,1904.)
hail will also be on this floor. The dance
When

Nov.

listeners, and her many
BIRCH HARBOR.
friends were deeply gri jved when the tired |
W. Q. Linsday, who has spent several
brain failed in its vigor, the advanced age
weeks here, left Sunday for his home in
of this noble woman preluding hope of

Mrs.

Bangor
ia at the

! Wednesday.

for

wife,

the admiration

won

husband,

Miss Pearl Hadley, who has been vlaiting her aunt. Mr*. Tripp, returned home

Harbor, gave it* first monthly entertainment of Jht* season to the fathers

curred at the

and

often indebted to her for

platform speeches,

of her

guest of M. B.
fronr

Wilwhite

pioneer
was

loyal

a

was

Isabel Dolliver

is borne

the

sistance and wise advice, always appreciating her vivid descriptions of travels and
conventions attended. Her gentle dignity
and pleasing address, whether in reading

U'hereas, The High and Mighty Ruler of
the Universe has taken from among us
Brother Nathan P. Sumner,
Resolved, That his removal from our midst
creates a vacancy greatly felt by the brethren
of Northeast Harbor lodge; be it
Resolved, That it is with the most heartfelt sympathy that we express our feelings
toward the relatives of the deceased, and believe he is resting where the Supreme Architect of Heaven presides.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be spread upon our records, a copy printed in
The Ellsworth American, and a copy sent
to the bereaved family.
James B. Bain,
Ernest C. Obbr,
v
Ubokoe E. Turner,
Committee.

where he has been

Saturday,

she

cottage
on

friends here of T. J.
Hodgkins ass
wife, of Chicago, will be
interested „
know that
have
to
they
gone
Mobile, Abi
where they will remain until
March1J
Their Mobile address Is 281 Govern
row*

8CKBY.

Seal

a

by many of her sex to whom she
bad given medical or surgical relief.
The Willard jnion of Southwest Harbor,

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Joy and wife.
Ellsworth
Byron Page

and

friend

to

who

want

Walls

her

heal harbor.

,*ered

re

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

recent

matter of

a

lived to take

Kim.

a

officers of tb<
McKinley lodge, F. and A. M., w-as held
Tuesday, evening, Jan. 2.
P. M.
Jan. 8.
Tbe installation of the

when

as

j

see

LAMOINK,
Riverview local union of
Christian R,
<*«vor and Epworth League
eoctetie,
meet with Lamoine
society Fridsv.
*•
Tiie forenoon session will
opeil
10 30;afternoon at
1.30, and evening ,t 7*
The evening eddreaa will be
by Rev. p
A. Kitlam, of Klleworth.

1

hosts, Frances E.

Congregational church.
Capt. John Latty arrived home Wednesday from Providence, R. I., where his
vessel, the Lizzie D. Smalt, is in winter

was

clissical institute.

citizen of Southwest

as a

Hillard

Mrs.

Monday to
! hospital.

Ephraim Walls, who ha* been ill at the
Bar Harbor hospital, returned home MonThurston left for Boston.
Watson J.
day.
Wednesday to work with William UnderThe new seats lor the church arrived
wood & Co. this winter.
i this week, and make a great Improvement
Many thanks are due
to the interior.
Lutnan Sprague and Washington NorMr*. Bchauffler for her generous gilt.
wood are in the clam and scallop business

ana

known

OTTEK CKEEK.
George Grover and w ile moved into their
new borne on New 1 ear’s day.

Misses Grace

Harbor, ever loyal to the interests of her
adopted town, but in her firm faith in the
justice of woman suffrage and prohibiti n.
which she bravely advocated with tongue

deep regret

NORTH HANCOCK.

When

well

was

highly esteemed

welcomed

the

G. L. Joy

Gott and Tena Robinsor
left Wednesday for Charleston to begir
the winter term of school at Higgim

Mrs. Hill and

__H.

the winter in Seal Harbor and liar Harbor

humanity.

Fulton

The ladies’aid sewing circle met with
Mrs. Fred J. Rich Wednesday afternoon.
Rev. C. W. Robinson gave an
address on 41 Masks” Sunday

M’KINLEY.
Mrs. Clara Hodgkins has left to spend

entertaining
happy
congenial friends in her pretty home by
the sea, Alexandra cottage, a half dozen
guests in a house party being as warmly

at Mark Island

Jan. 5.

FrankBradbury
E. E.

Stanley

and

Dr.

was never so

TREMONT.
Mrs. C. B.

right

wife, at Atlantic, ia home.

Wednesday evening. He was accompanied
by Rev. E. Lincoln Bigelow.
Chips.
Jan. 5.__

and pen, she endeared herself to her sister
She
women all over the broad country.

E.

Smith, the butcher, has
killed about 100 hogs this fall.
Miss Julia Sawyer, of Egypt, is at work
for Mrs. Maud Goodwin.
old

j

quarters.

FRANKLIN.

WEST
Charles

Pirie

The townspeople extend their sincere
sympathy to Rodney Copp and wife in the
j loss of their only daughter, Mildred.

j

B.

Jan. 8.
and

parents,

Alex.

;

by Franklin, j

was won

is with her children in
recent death of the

weeks.

Eben Smith

her

and wife.

Brewer since the
daughter, Mrs. Jessie Alberta Newman, at i
Seawall, with whom she spent several

and

enly promotion of their white-ribbon sister, Dr. Abby M. Fulton—joy that the beloved comrade, whose noble spirit and
keen intellect had been so long clouded
and shackled by mental unrest, had been
released from its limitations, and had entered into the haven of rest prepared for
the faithful; sorry that this friend and
companion can never again meet comrades
in council or lift her voice for the cause of

_

cream

was

sorrow

a

daughter Lydia, ol B*r Harbor, spent the
Their
holiday season at hi* old home
stay was made pleasant by the social galherings arrainged lor them.
Jan. 8.

Mrs. Mary Joyce, of Atlantic, who ha#
Mrs,
spent a week with her daughter,
Lovina Moore, returned home Sunday.
District-Superintendent H. B. Haskell
held the fourth quarterly conference here

«b«ir little sott, Arthur, after
au uiQeM
*
but two day., Mr*.
Ouptill w„ E
^
Morgan, of this place.
Jan. 8.
C
___

and wife

large farm.
Elwnod W. Hill, with

ker has

Gott, Who has sprnl a few day#
at French boro, came bone Wednesday,
accompanied by Miss Naomie Rich.
Mrs. Vera Harding, who baa spent twe
weeks with her parenta, N.
Bonaparte

FULTON.

TO ABBY M.

A.

George Whalen, With Mra. Whalen and
grandson Dayton Hall, are spending
several months with Mrs Whalen's brother, Nathan Bunker, in Brooks. Mr. Bun-

Mon telle

*

TRIBUTE

grandfather, Capt.

Higgins, at West Eden,
borne during the holidays.
Jan. 6.

Horace Harding, who has spent his vaat home, has returued to Hebron
academy.
Mrs. Clara Y. Hodgkina, who has spent
two weeks with Mrs. Frank A. Babbidge,
left for Seal Harbor Wednesday.

charge
fall, have gone back to their owp home on
Long Pond road. Mrs. A. I. Holmes will
keep the house open until a manager can
be obtained.

Noyea recently rr
oeived the second priae ol F! for a piste of
Wealthy apple* exhibited at the Maine
corn and Iruit show at Portland, Nor, 8.

cation

wife,
Holmes hotel since early

received by express that day.

Depoty-Sherllf F.

oorrs ISLAND.

been

who have

limn Iruit

x

gillie Knowles

and

and

at the

Mildred Emery, who is spending

Nathan

"frundy

in

Rer. Mr. Brothereon, will preach
morning service Jan. 14.
Air*. Elisabeth Simpaon entertained lour
table, ol whiat Dec. *>. aerving Porto
mate o!

at the

_

locality.

Rufus

Charles Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, is assisting Mr. Clark, the pastor, here, in a
series of meetings at the church this week.

noon.

Mary Hall came from Boston
and returned Tuesday evening.
Hall
She was the guest of her brother, Z. 8.
and wife, where her mother, Mrs. R. M.
Hall, is spending tne winter.
M.
Jan. 8.
Miss

Christmas

last week for Alabama, where they
have made investments in land, and decided to investigate the business outlook

Karst and daughter Josephine,
of Bar Harbor, are spending a few weeks
with Mrs. Karst’s father, R. R. Emery.

was

been enjoying tbe skating at tbe quarriea.
Parties were in session all last week.

left

Club of Ten Saturday evening.

Mrs. Cora

tives.

holiday
spent
Mrs. Tracy’s son
the

Handy.

quite well advanced.
Woodbury Gilley

in
teacher
Sadie
McFarland,
Young’s school, returned to her duties

Boy Scout Comp nion
Lily Billings Friday evening.
spent

her

visiting

with

Boston

EAST -SULLIVAN.
James HUI and wile, ol West Gouldaboro, were recent guests al A. T. Hill's.
Mr McFarland, ol New Brun.- ick, ia
the gueat ol hi. tint r, Mra. DaUae Hanna.
Rev. Mr. McClure, ol Bangor, a class-

Galen Havey and wife will go to housein the Cummings house, recently
vacated by William Milne.
Tbe young people for miles around have

John Tinker and wife, who spent a
couple of months at Islesford with Edgar
Lurvey and wife, are at home.
The warm days of December tried to
capture May-time privileges. Henry Gilley
found last week several mayflower buds

Miss

with Miss

Tank Pond and

is

Dun ton

Walter

in

Daniel and Fred

daughter, Mrs. Charles Garland.
Miss Sue Haynes DeLaittre entertained

club met

and wife

Henry Tracy
season

8._Ch’eer.

Mrs.

and wife

COUNTY NEWS.

E**t-

camp,

keeping

Schools in town opened Tuesday, Jan. 2,
with no change in the list of teachers.

the

Bar Harbor.

experience with a lame hand.
Mrs. M.C. Foss and two little daughters came Monday from North Anson.

Benjamin Havey

in

SALISBURY COVE.
Miss Alta Emery is visiting relatives in

Mrs. Jerusha Tripp, of West Sullivan, is
visiting friends in town.

The

has

uniformly

made

not

than three.

school

Benjamin Crossley

son,

ponds this fail. In some places there are
sight inches, and in other places not more

Parsous, of Auburn, is assistant
teacher.

Miss

high

winter

for the

a

DeMeyer’s

brook.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Jan. 5.

loe

Miss Amy Dyer returned to Bar Harbor
Saturday.

birth of

the

on

receiving

are

at

days’ outing

or NTY xbwa

born in Franklin and went to the
and of gold in ’49 or the early ’50s.
* as

perfectly combined that
all (babies, children and
adults) are equally benefitted and built up.

i

Ba aura to got SCOTT'S—
it's tha Standard and alwayt
tha hoot.

wife.
H. P. Burrill has purchased the residence
formerly.occupied and owned by W. B.
Black, who is-now living in Bangor.
B.
Jan. 8.
j

SOUTH

ALL

DAUQQI9T9

_

DEER ISLE.

_

_

▲

Mr.

Jellison

LAOTING

HANCOCK POINT.

EFFECT.

by our representative on August 7, 1911, and he
said: “Doan’s Kidney Piila still have my
highest' '’dorsement. J have had no kidwas

long time, and consider
permanent one. You may con-

ney trouoie for
my

cure a

interviewed

a

Bernard Small has gone to West Sullivan
to visit his aunt, Mrs. Farnsworth.
Pearl Hanna, wife and son Robert, who
have been on a visit to Mrs. Hanna’s parents, H. A. Ball and wife, have returned
home.

Mrs. George Young, who has been very
ill, is gaining slowly. Mrs. Young’s sons.
benefit of kidney sufferers.”
Dr. Edgar Young, of Everett, Mass., and
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50 cents. ! Fred, of Wilton, have been at the old home
Dr. Young has returned home;
Foster-MUburn Co., Buffalo, New York, on a visi
Fred will stay a short time longer.
sole agents for the United States.
Jan. 8.
E.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take

tinue to make

no

use

of my

name

for

the

other.

MARLBORO.
Frank Hamor left for California Satur

Sour Stomach.
Gas and Heartburn Stopped

in

lay.

Five

Minutes.

indigestion.
Or dyspepsia, or whatever
Get rid of

you call

Miss Hattie Soper, of Orland, is visiting
Mrs. George Treadwell.
Percy Bragdon and family, of Nantuck»t, are visiting his mother, Mrs. Warren
Jrover.

Mrs. Belle Googins, who has been workyou stomach misery.
Drive out the sourness.
ng for Mrs. Clara Ford, has gone to TrenLift oft the heaviness.
,on to spend the winter with her son.
Abe.
Stop the fermentation of food.
Jan. 8.
__
foul
breath,
heartburn,
j
Banish gas,
nervohgness,
headaches,
torment
of
and
dizziness,
and
night
“Suffered day
Nothing helped me until I
night sweats and bad dreams forever. tchiug piles.Ointment.
me permaIt
cured
Doan’s
tabised
MI-O-NA
»f
Get a 50-cent box
Hon. John B. Garrett, Mayor
nently.”
lets at G. A. Parcher’s to-day. He Girard, Ala.—Advt
of the disfor
any
them
guarantees
stomach
eases named above or for any
Medicines that aid nature are always
distress.
Chamberlain’s Cough
effectual.
for
indiges- most
No better prescription
Remedy acts on this plan. It allays the
written.
ever
tion was
x>ugh, relieves the lungs, opens the screMI-O-N A makes the stomach vigor- ens and aids nature in restoring the sysfood :em to a healthy condition. Thousands
ous and strong enough to digest
excellence.
without aid. For sale by G. A. Par- have testified to its superior
Sold by all dealers.
cher aud druggists everywhere.
—

hall

will

be

on

floor has been

the third
laid

and

floor.
a

A

new

commodious

Locates Lameness

&SSE7KsUK

Mel yin Wilbur and wife, who have been

with Samuel Eaton, have returned
Lissie, eldest child of John Rob- living
to Marlboro.
wife, is ill of jaundice.
Jan. 8.
Hubbard.
The young child of Tyler Gordon and
wife has been very ill of pneumonia,but is
SOUTH SURRY.
Little

ertson and

now

improving.

Arthur
Boston

&

Hall,
employed by the
Maine railroad as firpman, is
who

is

home for the winter.

R. M. Hall and Mrs. Z. S. Hall, 2d,
were guests of Mrs. A. M. Moon Wed
nesday.
Wallace Springer, Frank Havey, Frank
Mrs.

Hooper

and
A

George

Abel

are

having

a

few

Hero In a LljthtbouM.
For years J. S. Donahue. South Haven,
Mich., a civil war captain, as a lighthousekeeper. averted awful wrecks, but n queer
fact is, he might have been a wreck, himself,
if Electric bitters had uot prevented. “They
cured me of kidney trouble and chilla,” he
writes, “after I had taken other so called
cures for years, without benefit and they also
improved my sight. Now, at seventy. 1 am
feeling hue." For dyspepsia, indigestion, all
stomach, liver and kidney troubles, they’re
without equal. Try them.
Only 60 cts. at
all druggists.

Rockland

j

|

SULLIVAN.

in

was

Monday, returning Tuesday.
Nellie Walker left Friday for Caatine

home
Capt. Harvey Bragdon
to
Wednesday.
teach.
Miss Hazel Kelly, who is
studying
Congratulations are extended to George
stenography in Bangor, spent her holi- Redman and wife on the birth of a son
days at ‘The Elms”, her old home.
born Dec. 26.
Ki;,',; »
j Rev. W. H.
tttnpir t»D» th. ttabswau TmtU'i
Rice, until further notice,
•tin, for tlx Ulllr wwr bUstww Tm «
Mrs. Ansel Stanley was called to West
homttUnM. Wben? ibw la no lamm—, tt*
will hold meetings every Sunday afterStonington by the ilineaa of her son •ftfSSf
TSirfn. is»~~.
+»£
noon, weather permitting, at the schoolthJiS..«»»u35r or eoUwloeaioror rM»Kf*5
Stephen, and his wife.
house in this precinct.
Jan. 6.
H.
Lester Young returned to Waterville
CENTER.
Wednesday to resume his studies at Coburn classical institute.
Mrs. Rena Fernald, who ia at Bar Har- j
Jan. 8.
Y.
bor hospital, is gaining.
Friends of E. J. Reed will be glad to
PARTRIDGE COVE.
jtfss TZsanssnBL&s
returned

stage has been built. There is hot-water
beat throughout and electric light, genArthur Eaton has returned from a visit
erated on the premises, on all floors. Although not finished, a hail, with tur- at Sedgwick.
key supper, was given Tuesday even- ! Miss Georgia Eaton has gone to Northing, Jan. 2. Kelley’s orchestra furnished east Harbor for the winter.
the music.
There was a large attendance,
Edgar Springer, wife and infant daughand a good time was enjoyed.
ter, of Sound, visited Mrs. Lydia Springer
Jan. 5.
Beth.
last week.
NORTH

Stinson left Monday for Farmingent»r the normal school.

Casaie
ton to

Mrs. Annie Stinson

NORTH LAMOINE.

!

Mrs. Richard Judkins is ill.

Crawford Young came home laat week.
Howard Cunningham is at Surry smelt-

ing.
Louisa

Tuttle’s Elixif

learn that be is convalescent.

ton Jan. 1 to attend the winter term
the Higgins classical institnie.

has gone to

Ellsworth to

Friends of Charles Pervear gave him

Jan. 8.
——--

Sarah

Stinson, who ia leaching at Sul-

livan, spent Christmas
father, Philip Stinson.
work for

Moon

will also

begin

work

for

Much

sympathy is expressed for Mr.
and Mrs. Vinal QuptUl in the death of
Girl’s Wild Mldtiigh* Hide.
of a fearful forest fire in the
girl rode horseback at midHer deed was
many lives
but
lives
glorious
are often saved
by Dr.
King s New Discovery is curing lung trouble,
coughs and colds, which might have ended in
or
consumption
pneumonia. “It cured me of
®«cough aud lung disease,” writes
"
“• "atterson,
Wellington, Tex., “after four
in our family had died with
consumption, and
I gained 87 pounds.”
Nothing so sure and
safe for all throat and lung troubles.
Price
80c and 8100. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed
by ail druggists.
A

When given

at

Tramp.

pnjion-

as soon as

the

roupy cough
Cough Remedy
croup and prevent
all danger and cause of
anxiety.
Thousands of mothers use it successfully.
Bold by all dealers.
Chamberlain’s
appears
will ward off an attack of

Bit Leg end Body Bash,
TWrmnf br

odfttnf water the lotion
the troa

can

be

rr.»M&

oomUHoo of }'“«•*
pSSSSi Mrrngtb*for
ts, juraRUsrusih> -a—?

^■saa.*saagagafa^s?M

rlraw,"Two* of rmiaabta taforauabone owner. Write for tho*to4*y.anjwey.
map for poMtca

■

lunut IUM» CC. «0 tsvsrly ».,

toUwJ*

"**® people
s youug
night and saved

Catskills

Colds Vanish.
The Sensible

ia

M. D. Chat to cutting firewood.

Mr. Cbatto to-day.

Harsh
physics react, weaken the bowels,
cause chronic oonstipation.
Doan's Regulets
operate easily, tone the stomach, cure oousti2Sc. Ask your dranKist for them.

of f oar bon*.

at the home of her

Garland, of Bayside,

Ernest

Jan. 8.

nlM

—

EAST SURRY.

Wilder of Newton Centre
Mass., arrived Friday for a visit at E.

Cunningham’s.

a

Um

8.

work.
Mr. and Mrs.

at

surprise party Wednesday evening, Jan.
3.
Refreshments were served, and a good
time enjoyed.

Albert G.

Alley

■mm

Wellington Robbins and wife, of Oak
Hill, visited friends here last week.
Frank Hodgdon, jr., returned to Charles-

Overnight Remedy

People.
After you have upset your stotM®
with pills, powders and vile nostra*
and still retain possession of
®
terrible cold, do what thousands
sensible people are doing. I>o th»:
Into a bowl three-quarters fu»3
boiling water pour a scant teaspo
of HYOMEI (pronounce it lltlfK
me) cover head and bowl with a to*
and oreate for five minutes the soo»
ing, healing vapor tliat arises
Then go to bed and awake *“**
clear head in thi morning. H »
does not contain opium, cocaine
Hi
any harmful drug. A bottle of
*
MEI inhalant costs 50 cents at U.
Panther's and druggist eve;
Guaranteed
for
catarrh, k*1**®*
, croup and catarrhal deafness.
Sensible

twj

yw|*\

news.

Bounty

CA8T1NK.
UBkAMT.

guv
_,.

.insularly fortunate in bavins
to
»<> much love and loyalty

*st,°.i[h
gtitnw*
IbeMJ?.

tbev are willing to les.e
.re of inestimable v.lue to
o'^ u Tne tale (Jeorge H. Witb.rle
'.,/ tbrae citixens. Through bla
i"
a sufficient fund baa beto build a library that will
roe*" t, h,» memory and give hia tcllow
|,milling lhat will not only t>e
to the place but, when cum,B
second to none In any town
i «ill la*
,

UP^P*

'’"Lmwity,

ESiJKdaMe

p|T“n

of gray Roman brick

la

wddit>K
■Tlmdisn* limeatone
On

*5 riMiftng.
hell

•»

W,f.n
ml0*" open

trimmings

entering.

*

This

hich

one

and

step*

dearch-dome

"Wes "

ball baa

an

by eight
UTfL ind is surrounded
effective

c*1,"lSm«ke*

very
bay window.
»

•^Swdroom, 34x17
1,0

lW

’ild.ns

fast, not Including

This

»iudow

a h*i

room

will

con-

ftreptace end w indow seats, ae well
tables lor inag*tinea and

r’"1

*

pillars,
impression
Tbl* Voom i.

r*-Ul
■I

P*JKl ,i»fct

of the delieary room it the
which will contain not only
tor book#, but alao a
helves
a
1“' O.uel
alcove w hlch he* been generousJobnaon. formerly
Kllen
Mr*.
by
of t aatine, to commemorate her

^Ewent

John Perkins,
tJTi-cranula'ber, Captain
cltlaxn of the town in bia

dbtingunbed

I* the historical room,
"fweite the doortown
in the country ha*
As no
1-rtl teet
or
more
interesting history
varied
nj»
la hoped and expected
,h.Q Ckatine, it
fill the ritirene will contribute
liberally
be filled with

should
litLiirwni. which
days of the Revolution
‘°'“‘der. of the when
the British

lad War of 1812, There are
m

oecu-

very few faimthe town.
ahoesnuot give something of interest
room, and there i# no doubt that all

othn

•ill be willing to do so.
the
The floors throughout
so the library

(•Terrain.,
lnt«lT

building will

will be abac-

flrvpfoof.

1* limple
Tbe exterior of the building

.rustic. The citixen* of the tow n
of their new library,
■ait well feel proud
ud should feel grateful to tbe donor, who
one of Caallne’s most
«u lit ft ft v years
distinguished citixen*, end who was ai- ;
In all matter* perms utsllv mlerested
IO the welfare of tbe town.-Banbo,

very

uiaing
ger .Vein.

BKOOKLIN*.
H. S. Kan# has closed his dam factory.
Uqd Varney, of Camden, spent the past
week

in

town.

Min Musa Dollard visited Miai Anna
Dority at Sedgwick last week.
Mr*. Julia Jackson is home from Lynn,
Ma»»., where she has been

j

visiting.

Mr*. M *rtha Gray. wrbo ha** been
ployed at A. J. Ot*®io*\ is at home.

em-

Rev. K. K Small being out of town, the
wa* supplied Sunday
by Chester
Smith, of Saskeag.
Mr* s i»*n Judge has returned from

pel pit

where she

Ooocord, Mi***
gar at of her
Alton ll
the

Chr

Mablon Hill have recollege after spending

iby

<

been the

k and

rr»«

tanted t-

has

Charles.

son

••*

receaa

at home.

Mr.

Her-

president of hia claaa.

rick i*

of the Baptist Sunday
wer*1 rlr.ted Sunday •» follows:
Superiatendi-nt. i B. Fainter; assistant auperiat«nd*i)t. H. M. Pease; iwretary, Miss
Mar) >r. \m treasurer, Muts Musa Dolian); lihr»nm, Mrs. Alb rt Hill; assistant
librar in, Alta rt Hill; orgeni I, Miss HarOff!

school

r*

K* !l*'.
Jan. 8.
BR

KI

t’NR FkMME.
N (M B

VIKETH

!

AT ROXBCRY.

A io*!i.<*i trued ing of the members of
:.
the Ur*
itih a ns field at B7 Warren
atOfi, ti ... ury, Saturdsy evening, Jan. 6.
Tb
ft».(
«>IH « rs were elected:
ng
Presid nt. tieorg# W. Herrick; vice-preai* ent,
K.
I.
H. Powers; secretary, A
Manu->: ;rv*surer, John 1). Alien. Those
ilfi-ted to **«,rve on the entertainment cornmill' t* ar Ja n
Mrs. J. D.
S. D ane,
Allen ana Mr* i;. W. Herrick.
It
voi
i tost the annual reunion
he held «>ii ih second s*tu day evening in
Nove-nb'-r of each year
It t* earnestly
that thi* date may bo borne in
mind/and that many ftrookliu
friends
it,>A
in io<k« their plans to
attend th -> n ig reunion*.
A aoeu
n.*ur
followed the business
®^tmg. Whist and refreshments were
•■•*

j

-*

enjoyed.

i

ATromiannrm,*
KOK

ACiKD PKOPLK.

Old Folk* Should be Careful In Their
Selection of Kegultetlve Medicine.
We tuve « safe, dependable, and alto!
g^tber ideal remedy that is particularly

adapted

to

the

require mute

of

aged

People and persons of weak constitutions
who suffer from
constipation or other
bowel disorders. We are so certain that
it wdl relieve these
complaints and give
absolute satisfaction in every particular
that we offer it with our
personal guarantee that it shall coat the user nothing if
it fails to substantiate our claims. This
remedy is called Kexall Orderlies.
Hexall Orderlies are eaten just like

candy,

are
particularly prompt and agreeable in action, may be taken at any time,
or
day
night; do not cause diarrhea*,
nausea, griping, excessive looseness, or
other undesirable effects.
They have a
Vtry mild but positive action upon the
organs with which
they come in contact,

apparently acting

os

a

regulative

tonic

aPOQ the relaxed muscular ooat of the

bowels,
aiding

thus

overcoming

weakness

and

to restore the

bowels to more vigorous and
healthy activity. Three sizes,
1°°., 25c. and 56c. Sold at our atore
The Kexall Store.
*E. Q. Moore, cor. opp.
Postoffice

—

Grows Hair at 65
Years of Age.
Dear Sirs: "I heard of PARISIA X
BAUEandas my head would itch a
Rood deal, l thought I would
try it. I
“ever used
any remedies before and
'"as bald on top of
my head.

1 am
using the third bottle and have
lot of hair wtiere I was bald.
1 would like
you to see the new hair
sprouting from my bead. The itching
:~®y scalp quickly disappeared.
I
am i|
years old and have been at the
51 years.
'V m. A.
Hopper, Auctioneer Hark£*s.® Bazaar. Moth A Samson Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Urge bottles of PAK1SIAN SAGE
cents. Guaranteed by G. A. Parcber
,
i?r, dandruff, falling hair and scalp
J,utK llfe and beauty into faded
iair and is a
delightful hair dressing.
a

“^uur

atrtjtrtisrmnua.

COUNTY NEWS.

ColUeto

WEST OOULDHBORO.
M/a.

Foster Booker, who has been ill, is

Unpai

very much improved in health.
Fred Holt, who is employed at Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his family here.
Carroll Dunn and wife visited Mrs.
i^avitt at South Gouldsboro last week.

Guy Sargent

is

luaf
coat

rjiH

town
com;
on t

m

employed at East Sulli-

ous..,
is sufficient
due therefor, incluoi.,*
will be sold without further
auction at Town house in said towu,
first Monday of February, 1912, at nine o’clock

in the lumber mill.

van

Rena Springer, of Hancock, who is
at South Gouldsboro, spent the
week-end at A. W. Gordon’s.
Miss

teaching

a. m.

Thursday evening, Jan. 4, at the home of
Foster Bunker and wife, fifty-two of their

Name of owner, descriplion of property.

Daley. Cornelias,

friends met to celebrate Mrs. Bunker’s
birthday. The evening was pleasantly
passed with selections on the phonograph,
cards and refreshments. Many useful and
pretty presents were received.

passed

Any good doctor will tell you that a medicine like Ayer's Cherry Pectoral cannot
do its best work if the bowels are constipated. Ask your doctor if be knows
snvthing better than Ayer's Pills for correcting this slucgishness of the liver.

with games, music and social chat.
refreshments were served by

Delicious
Mias

Dorothy Noyes

Misses

Mrs.

her

cousins,

Ruth and Abbie Bragdon.

Mr. and

Noyes

and

received

presents, mostly

handsome

many
of silver.

following poem
occasion by a friend:
The

was

Wad.

by

tb. J

C. A YEH CO..

Law.ll.

merly

written for the

TWBNTY-FIVH YRAK8 TO-DAY.
we gathered here to-night,
gay and happy band.'
Oh, why duett each une search you out,
And take you by the hand?

Why have
A

s,,1“ mortal. B
■ pncci.' -v- <bti CEYENPED.
:. *n<! freerrporu ■
■ ilrawiiu’ <-i
>-•>:
t> coiMii justeata, trade marke,31
■ Frvf> o-'-vk ".
■ copjn^u.
! M ALL COUNTRIES.
K
h a s o mg ton serves time, f
■ Business dr
■ money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
Hj 013Writ
niaUi 8‘is.it. epp
StetM Patsr.t
■
■
WASHING TO*
■

because fond memory wanders back
E’en to your wedding day;
For you’ve been joined in wedlock’s band
Twenty-five years to-day.

Mi»r.

Dodge,

H

Your path has been a pleasant one,
’Twas bordered by rich flowers,
And many friends stood by your side
To cheer your louely hours.

Dedham,

together, hand in band:
To-night, we trust, you say:
happy that we’ve kept these bands
Twenty-five years to-day.”

“We’re

Your hearts and hands

were

iLtgal Xoticta.

j

to-day.

WEST SURRY.

improved

in

health,and rode out one day last week.
William C. Bowden, of Brewer, is visiting his uncle, I. E. Lufkin.
Stephen E. Gnndle returned home last

week,

after

a

three weeks’

visit

with

his

in Ellsworth and Bluehill.

;

daughters
F. N. Trundy returned home yesterday
from Lynn, Mass.,after a week’s visit with
While there he
his "brother and sister.

purchased

a

span of horses.

Jan. 8.

L.

__■

ahumipniu-m*

Women ftiust Have
help at times, if they would avoid
headaches, backaches, lassitude,
extreme nervousness. The really
superior remedy for them—
known the world
three

through

over

taxes on lands situated in the town of
Lamoine, in the county of Hancoi k. for the
year 1911.
fT^HE following list of taxes on real estate
A of non-resident owners of the town of
Lamoine. formerly Trenton, for the year 1911,
commit;ed to me tor collection for ibe said !
town on the 11th day of July, remaining
unpaid, and notice is hereb> given that if sai
taxes, interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay he amountdue thereon including
interest and charges will be sold at public
auction at Town hall in said town, ou the first j
Mondaj of February. 1912. at 9 o’clock a. tn.
Name of owner, description
of property.
Tax.
No 1, A Bird Cough, vol 235 page 521,
Lindou Hodgkins lot, 38 a, value
$300,
$5 40
No 2, Fred March. l2 Linscott sand
bank, 1 a. value $50,
90
No 3, Stephen E Merchant, 50 a, value
9 90
$250, buildings, $300, value #650,
No 5. Annie E Hodgkins, vol 176,
1 62
page 53, 30 a, value $90,
No 6. Fred Osgood, wood lot of Oscar
2 16
Linscott. 15 a, value. $120.
Wood lot of Oscar Linscott, 15 a,
value #105.
1 89
Drew lot ol Oscar Linscott, 1*2 a,
value #50,
90
Greelv lot of Oscar Liuscott, 2 a,
value #25.
45
Cousins’ Hill lot, 17 a, value $85.
1 53
George Whitaker place, 25 a, value
8 55
$175. bid** #300, total $475,
No 8, B F Phillips, estate, homestead,
25 a, $i75, blcgs #500, total #675,
12 15
value $65,
wood lot, 13
1 17
! No 8. Edwarda, L
Rojal, 27 a, value
7 20
#200, hi. gs $200, total *40o,
No 9, F FSiraout >n. Augustus Moore
wood lot, 15 a. value #75,
1 35
No 10, Morris T Spillman, vol 358,
page 92, L2 of 30 a, wood lot, 15 a,
value #90,
162
No 11, Nelson Y Walker, 18 a, value
#90,
162
No 12, Armens Walker. U*j a. value $25,
45
No 13. George Silsby and others. Lot
No 4 and l2 of No 1.
45
a, value $25,
No 15, George A Hodgkins, vol 188,
page 424, 6 a. value $30, bldgs $17 ',
total #205
8 69
No 16, Carrie N Hopkins. 1 a, value
8 75
#75. bldgs #300 total #375.
No 17, Mary O Austin, Hancock Co
reg deeds, vol 262. page 644, 81 a,
value #220, bldgs #75. total #’295,
5 31
*
Ed Campbell lot. 31 a. value $130,
2 34
2 70
John Kelly lot, 20 a, value #150,
Undivided half of 31 a Middle Pt,
117
151*2 a. value $65,
Wilbui. C. Wallace, Collector
ot taxes of the town of Lamoine.
■

Come brothers all, and sisters, too.
To-night we join and say.
We’re happy that you've both been true

is much

and tested

generations—is

|

|

126

3 88

46

122

40
45

1

1 50

24

70
24
10
20
148

108
22

65
1 89
65
27
54
4 00

2 00

a50
9 45
1 50
E. W. Bt; krill, Collector
of taxes of the towu of Dedham.
Dec. 18. 191l.

STATU OF MAINE.
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands of
Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lauds situated in the town of
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock. for the year 1911.
following list of taxes on real estate of
non resident
owners in the town of
Southwest Harbor aforesaid, for the year 1911,
committed to me for collection for said town
on the fifth day of July, 1911. remain unpaid;
and notice is hereby given that if said taxes
with interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
sufficient to pay the amoupt due therefor, including inierest and charges, will be sold
without further notice at public auction at
Masonic hall in said town, on the first Monday in February, 1912, at nine o'clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due
Name of owner, description
incld infc
of property.
and chgs.
Cram, Wm 3 B No «7 Milk 8t, Bosacre
valued
ton, Mass,
$300,
bounded on N by private way of 8
R Clark, E by Emily Rogers, 8 and
W by heirsof Rufus Thomas. Cot$43 13
tage valued at $ 1300,
Geainer, Louis A Vou. Philadelphia,
Penn, 4 acre va ued $100, bounded
on W by land of Helen Ranney, E
by road. 8 by James N Stanley, W
by li Clark. Cottage and stable
valued $1000.
Lot 2, 2 acres valued $1000, bounded
on N by A Reeves, E by shore, 8 by
55 93
J N Sianl y, W by U Kaighn,
Mooney, J P, Bangor House, Bangor.
Me. 1 acres valued at $4tX), bounded
on N by road. E by Geo Kent, 8 by
shore, VV by John Dolliver. Barn
valued $50.
Lot No 2, 174 acres valued $375,
bounded on N by Geo Kent and
Lucy King and Frank Dolliver, E
by Kent and shore, S by Fannie
23 29
Mayo, W by Frank McMullen,
8. 8. Kino, Collector of taxes
of the towu of Southwest Harbor.
This 19th day of Dec. a. d. 1911.

\

STATE OF MAINE.
Dec. 16, 1911.
Hancock, ss.
this
16th day of December, a. d.
rpAKKN
1911
o*i execution dated Nov. 16, 1911, isX
sued on a judgment rendered by the Ellsworth
Municipal court. for the county ol Hancock,
at the term thertof begun and held on the
first Tuesday of November, to wit, on the 10th
cay of November, in the year of Our Lord,
one thousand nine hundred and eleven, in
favor of Adrians Platt & Co., of Poughkeepsie. in the state of New York, against H. C.
B»uker, of Franklin, Hancock county, Maine,
for thirty-eight dollars and sixty cents debt
or daiusge. and twelve dollars .<nd ten cents
costs of suit, and witl be sold at public auction at the office of F’red L. Mason, esq., in
Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, to the
highest bidder, on the 20th day of January, a.
d. 1912. at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, the following described real estate and all right,
title and interest which the said H. C. Bunker
has had in and to the same on the 12th day of
September, at 6.40 o’clock in the afternoon,
the time when the same was attached on the
writ in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot or
parcel of land situated in Franklin, Hancock
acres
county. Maine, containing 13 and
.-TATE OK MAINE.
more or !• as and described in deed from LizCollector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands of zie W Biaisdell, ei al. to Charles T bunker,
dated April 17, '890. and recorded in Hancock
Non-Resident Owners.
county registry of deeds, in book 314, page 149.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of to
which reference is herenv made.
Trenton, in the county of Hancock, for tha ;
Also another certaiu lot or land situated in
1911.
year
said
F'raokliu. containing 27 acres, more or
of
taxes on real estate of
following list
r|MfK
non-resident owners in the town of , less, and described in the deed from Francis
1
Tren on aforesaid, for the year 1911, com- P. Bunker to Charles T. Bunker, dated Dec.
mitted to me for collection for said town on I 12, 1883. and recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, in book 426, page 130, to
the tenth day of July. 1911. remain unpaid;
reference is hereby made
and notice is
given that if said taxes which
hereby
Also a lot of land situated in said Franklin
with interest and charges are not previously
2 and tg acres.
Also a certain lot
paid so much of the real estate taxed as is containing
in s-tid Franklin containing 228 square rods.
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, tn
Both
of
said
last
named
two lots are deeluding interest and charges, will be sold scribed as reserved in the deed
from Char ea
without fur her notice at public auction at
T. Bunker to Theodore Bunker, dated April 7,
Evergreen hall in said town, on the first Mon- 1880.
and
recorded
in
Hancock
registry
county
day in February, 1912. at nine o'clock a. m.
of deeds in btok 173, page 107. to which referName of owner, description
Amt of ence is hereby made.
of property.
tax due.
The said H. v Bunker interest being
in
Miss L E Newman, cottage and lot at
common as heir of Charles T. Bnnktr. deJohn A. Stuakt,
9 5 16 ceased.
Shady Nook.
4 78
Guy Emery, house and lot,
Deputy Sheriff.
George Stafford, farm and ^buildings,

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
In boxes 10c„ 25c.

Sold everywhere

OF

Unpaid

open wide

We wish you naught hut happiness;
Long may you with us stay!
We’ll come again with “gold” and sing:
“It’s tifty years to-uay.”

Conary

SALE

LANDS OF NON-RESIDENT OWNERS.

Some of your friends bave passed away
And reached that farther shore;
They point you to that happy land
Where parting is no more.

Mrs. Emma

STATE OF MAINE.
ADVERTISEMENT
COLLECTOR'S
OP

«

you've passed on your way.
You’ve scattered blessings in your path
Twenty-live years to-day.

ears

$6 75

THE

—

As

Twenty-five y

$280

r

You’ve walked

In business you've been diligent
Au antidote to health,
The surest road to happiness.
The only road to wealth.

Tax
Due. Costa.

Alphonzo

Pink ham:
One boose,
One barn,
8 acres orchard,
10 acres south of house,
8 acres north of bouse,
2 <cres east of house.
8 acres pasture,
74 acres woodland,
Dodge. Fred H and heirs
of W .1. or unknown, 800
acres bounded on the
south by town line of
Orland, east by gore
lot of M Quinn, north
farm
by homestead
formerly Hiram Johnson, west by homestead
farm formerly Samuel

Mail

Value.

or un-

known. 80 acres bought
of O M Cunningham, it
being all of said Cunhomestead
ningham
farm west of Co road;
bound'd by Co road,
land of T R Phillips,
Phillips lake, laud ol
H P Phillips aud J
Fred Webster Co,
One cottage on shore
of Phillips lake on
above described lot,
One stable on shore of
Phillips lake on above
describ'd lot,
Plukiiam. Sidney. <
unknown, property for-

SILVER WEDDING.

The many friends of Frank P. Noyes and
wife met at their hospitable home Jan. 1,
to celebrate their twenty-fifth wedding
anniversary. The evening was pleasantly

—

riet

>

fceska and an !mpud*nt RaaoaL
Book buying has Its Joys, but there
rente* a time when "weeding out” haa
Tbe late Chnrton
to ba undertaken.
Collins crammed his house with books.
Then one day he realized that some
would have to go. A roan from a bookshop was sent for to look at them,
writes Ij. C. CoMlns In his memoir of
* • • The
his father.
following colloquy ensued: 'Have you selected the
ones you art .prepared to offer a price ;
My brother Is a young widower with
for?- 'They're no good to me. guv'nor.'
several little children, and 1. bis sister
'What, none of them?" ‘No. not one.’
am hts housekeeper.
I advertised for
After a pause somebody Interposed,
a governess for the children and sesaying that there really was no room
for the books and that the man had cured the services of a young girl
who had recently arrived from Scotbetter have them for nothing. Thor
oughly Indignant, my father, however, land. She had lived in affluence In her
at length consented. The roan then re- native land, but
shortly before her
marked. 'That'll be half a crown.' coming to America a large bank failed
‘What do you mean-what for?" ex- of which her father was a director.
claimed my father In a restrained tone The law In Scotland Is very hard on
of voice. 'For taking them away.' said men who directly or Indirectly lose
the man. ‘Leave the house, you Impu- money for others, and in this case all
dent rascal!' at last roared the Justly the directors of the bunk, though they
Incensed professor. And so the books were entirely Innocent, having left evremained."—London Chronicle.
erything pertaining to the bank to the
president, were all convicted of fraud
A Cunning Littls Bird.
and sent to prison.
Our governess’ faA naturalist had been searching for ther was among the number.
She begtbe eggs of the little dunlin Id Siberia ged to be allowed to go to prison In bis
and came upon a nest. The bird quiet- place, but of course was not permitly slipped ofT and began to walk ted. He died long before the end of
around tbe man. now nnd then pecking bis term, and bla daughter was left an
on the ground, as if feeding, seldom
orphan.
In time my brother began to apgoing more than six feet from him and
within
often
eighteen
approachlug
j>ear conscious of Grace MaeAllstcr's
inches. The tameness of tbe bird was presence In the household. If he came
almost ludicrous.
She seemed so ex- home anil found that she bad gone out
tremely tame that the man almost on any errand for herself or the chilthought for the moment tbnt be could dren I could easily detect a look of discatch her. and. getting on all fours, he appointment In his face. But after Ills
crept quietly toward her. As soou as wife's death he was very dependent In
he began to move from the nest the finding every one of ns at home when
bird’s manner entirely changed.
She he returned from business, anil It was
shuffled along the ground as If lame. impossible for us to get away for any
She dropped her wings, as if unable to length of time. Then, too. In the evenfly. and oceaslonally rested on her ing be would rely on ns to play cards
breast with drooping wings, as if dy- with him. usually calling In a neighbor
ing. Finally when she eluded him and to make a fourth band. And so a year
darted lute the undergrowth he found went by and all was going well when
that be liqd lost the location of the1 something happened.
nestA young man about Grace’s age,
with a trifle of the Scotch dialect
about him. came to the house and
Tranquillity of Liszt.
Liszt was a nww‘1 sooted character. called for her.
That evening EdOne day two of his friends- musicians, gar was In a very bad humor.
He
resolved to put the maestro Into a was obliged to give up his game of
[Mission "Which one of his habits,” cards. Grace remained In the drawthey inquired, “would most seriously ing room with the stranger till late,
trouble him were he deprived of it?”
while I was trying to amuse Edgar In
“Perhaj v” was the answer, "he the library. At 10 Edgar went out
would suffer most If deprived of a weii ; to his club—something he had not
made bed.”
done before since Miss Mac A lister had
The two confederates, with u louis. become one of us—and at 11 returned
bought over a servant to their designs. In. if possible, a worse humor than
She was not, it was agreed, to make when he departed.
his bed f<*r that night
I supposed Grace would say someLiszt slept badly and the next morn- thing about the visitor—the only caller
ing simply said. “You have forgotten she had had since she came to ns—but
to make my bed.”
she did not. and it would have been
For two da’ s following she neglect- Impertinent for me to question her
ed making the bed. and on the third about him
Edgar fenced a good deal
with mo to find out who the man was
day the maestro simply said:
not
to
decided
**| see that you have
without appearing anxious to know,
I and when 1 told him that Miss Maebod
make r
Well, let it alone.
to accustom myself to It-”— j Alister had not said anything about
have ( :
Cri de I’.iris
him to me my brother seemed to be
very ill at ease.
Artist and Countsrfeiter.
For a few weeks the strangpr called
When with
There used to be au old German to see Grace frequently.
*r in this country who was
counter
him she usually closed the door of
a veritable wonder with the brush and
the room they were In. and. in any
This man literally painted pic- j event, when con' ersing with him it was
pen
tures of twenty dollar notes which
in such low tones that not a word
were works of arL .He used no tools
they said was even overheard. 1 Mirex* ept his [tens and brushes, and it
ing this period Edgar was positively
took him a week to do the portrait of
He fretted because he
unbearable.
He figured that his must forego his cards and at one
banknote
a
handicap was worth about $3 a day
time went so far ns to ask me to sugand work<Kl under the idea that the gest to the governess that the stranworld owned him a fair living and ger's nbsorpriou of her time and atshould not object if bis talent led him tention was Interfering with her care
toward portrait painting, with twenty of the children
I knew that he was
Even Jail suffering from Jealousy and that if I
dollar bills for models.
terms failed to impress him seriously
did what he proposed he would Dever
A collector of
with his wrongdoing.
forgive me.
curios once offerer! $500 for oue of his
une evening wueu iue juuuf;
the
and
bill
of
portraiture,
man did not call Miss MacAIister came
specimens
be
to
said
was
others
value of some
to me and said:
even greater, so marvelous was the
“The gentleman who has been to see
work.
suitor of
me frequently of late Is a
delicacy of his brush
mine from the time I was a wee thing.
When my father was iu trouble my
Macaulay’* Torrent of Talk.
Now he
"Macaulay Improve*! Macaulay ini- lover kept away from us.
I
one
comes courting me. but I dinna love
proves!" Sydney Smith remarked
of
lato
day. “1 have observed In him
him. and. if I did. that he once blamed
flashes of-sllence.” The “sonorous vl- ; my father would be a barrier between
uettle<l
vacity” of thi* enormous talker
I sent him hame yesterday, aud
us.
Smith, who found It/lmpossible often he’s now on the ocean on his way to
"I
wisdom.
to voice his own wit and
bonny Scotland. I’ve known that his
wish 1 could w rite poetry like you," he presence here might excite curiosity,
write
would
complained to a friend. "I
but I dklun like to tell ye who he
an 'Inferno.’ and I would put Macauwas and what was his errand till he
and
lay arnoug a number of disputants
had gone.”*
gag him!’’
I lost uo time In imparting the confiMa
described
Another contemporary
dence to Edgar, telling him for the first
on
over
every
can lay as "slopping all
time who was Miss MacAlister’s visitor
subject and standing In the slops.”
aud the reason of his presence In AmerI shall never foiget the sigh of
ica.
of
Cato.
Followed the Example
relief he drew or the expression on his
last
of
the
century
In the first year
face while 1 gave the girl's history.
London affected great admiration for
“You see. my dear,” 1 added. ‘Miss
arousthe
feeling being
Cato’s suicide,
ManAlister is sensitive on the point of
A
gentleman her father’s misfortune or failure to
ed by Addison's play.
named Budgell. after witnessing Its watch those interests he was expected
Into the
himself
performance, threw
to watch.”
Thames on his way home. His body
I said this because I had feared, as I
a
was
found
on
It
was recovered, and
have already mentioned, that Edgar's
"What
words:
scrap of paper with these
feelings or treatment of the girl would
Cato did and Addison approved must change if he knew tue facts or that his
needs be right.”
sturdy honesty and discrimination between right and wrong might lead him
would turn
Everybody Has Trouble.
to say something that
the
"1 can't get a new hat because
Grace against him. He made uo comchildren need shoes."
ment iwhatever on wbat I had told
“I'm In the same boat."
him. but the next day iuformed me
“Why. you have no children.”
that he had proposed to Miss Mac“True, but I can’t get a new dress AIister and beeu accepted.
because the auto needs tires.”—PittsAnd then I learned for the first time
burgh Post.
that an affair had been In progress between them ever since Grace had been
Accomplished.
a member of our family, though ouly
“She's a clever conversationalist”
In feeling, for not a word of love had
“Very. Shp can even make a man been s|H>ken between them. Her mi>who Is talking about himself stop to
fortune. which he got for the first time
listen.”—Detroit Free Press.
from me. only served to draw him the
nearer to her
Followed the Prescription.
Though Edgar’s sister. 1 am not one
to believe In brotherly and sisterly
“My doctor said I needed a change.”
“And did you act on his advice?”
housekeeping arrangements, and 1 was
‘Wes. I employed another doctor.*— much pleased at the afTa^r on Edgar’s,
thi* children’s and Miss MacAllster's
Boston Trau*cnpt
The children loved her dearaccount.
Childreu have more need of models ly, and she makes them a devoted
1 mother.
tbuu of critics.—Jouhert

Htgal Xoticcs.
NOTICK or KOIIKCLOHUKK.
Tl/HE REAS Edmund Bean, of Sullivan,
Hancock county, .Maine, by h‘s inert
▼ v
gage deed dated the fifteenth day of June a. d.
1896, and recorded in Hancock legistry of deeds
in book 305, page 227. conveyed to Alfred B.
Ciabtree, of Hancock, and Barney B. Havev,
of said town of Sullivan, co-partners in business in said Sullivan, a certain lot or parcel
of land situa'ed in said town of Sullivan, and
fully described in a deed from Emma B Bragdon to said Edmund Bean, said deed being
dated December 18, 1882, and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds in book
188. page 128, to which deed reference may be
hah for a more particular description, and
said Ciabtree A Havey by their
whereas
deed oi assignment dated the thirtieth day of
December a. d. 1911, conveyed to the undersigned the above described mortgage, the note
and c'aiui thereby secured, said assignment
being recorded in raid Hancock county registry of deeds, book 486, page 236, and whereas
the condition in said mortgage is broken, and
still remains unperformed, now therefore, by
reason of said hr< acb of the condition thereof,
the undersigned claims a foreclosure thereof
and gives this notice for that purpose.
Franklin, Me., Jsn. 4. 1912.
Frank E. Abbott.

113 acres.
lot of land

op

66 65

known as the Davis
17 21
farm,
A lot of land of 20 acres,
3 23
Wood iot of 30 acres,
4 30
Wood lot of 10 acres,
86
T. J, Hopkins, Collector
of taxes of the town of Trenton.
December 22, 1911.
A

County

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Edward A. Carter, or Mariaville, Hancock county. Slate of Maine,
by his deed of mortgage dated Nov. 12. 1888,
and recorded in the Hancock county registry
of deeds, in vol. 227, page 270, mortgaged to
Leslie W. Fogg, of Otis, Maine, the following
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
lot or parcel of land situated in said MariaCharles L. Martin, of Sullivan, ville. and bounded and described as follows,
in the county of Hancock and State of namely: on the north by land of the late P.
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated May 10, a. G. Penney; on the east by the county road
d., 1906, and recorded April 6, a. d., 1909, in leading from Mariaville to Amherst; on the
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. 460. south by land of R. Holmes and William Orpage 205, conveyed to Gipson H Hanna and cutt, and on the west by land of Mark Frost,
Dallas H. Hanna, both of Sullivan, aforesaid. said parcel containing forty-two acres, more
One undivided half of a certain lot or parcel or less, tsgether with the buildings thereon;
of laud situated in said Sullivan and
county and whereas, said Leslie W. Fogg by bis asand State aforesaid, known as the Webber lot, signment dated Sept. 17, 1892, and recorded iu
said registry in vol. 265, page 120, assigned
and upou the town plan as No. 1, D. 2, the said
lot to contain fifty acres more or less.
said mortgage to me the undersigned; and
And whereas the condition of said mort- whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
been broken and still remains been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
gage has
broken, now therefore, by reason of the ! breach of the conditions contained in said
breach of the conditions thereof we claim a i mortgage, I claim a foreclosure thereof, and
foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this give this notice for that purpose.
notice for that purpose.
Dated at Ellsworth, Dec. 23, 1911.
Gipson H. Hanna.
Jan. 5,1912.
Albion F. Merrill.
|
Dallas H. Hanna.
By his attorney, Lynwood F. Giles.

WHEREAS

WHEREAS

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands of
Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Brooksvilie, in the county of Hancock, for
the year 1911.
following list of taxes on real estate of
non resident owners in
the town of
Brooksvilie aforesaid, for the year 1911, committed to me for collection for said town on
the 10th day of July, 1911, remain unpaid; and
uotice is hereby given that if said taxes with
interest and charges are not previously pa*d,
so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at the town
house in said town, on the first Monday in
February, 1912, at nine o'clock, a. m.
Amt of
tax due
Name of owner, description
incld int
of property.
and chgs.
Maine Coast Granite Co, or unand quarry at 8
known, hall
*64 00
Brooksvilie,
Curtis Durgatn, or unknown, prop14 48
erty at N Brooksvilie,
Eugene W Snow, or unknown, cot4 50
tage lot,
Mrs Fred Sawyer, or unknown, cot90
tage lot at Cape Kozier,
W. H. Stover, Collector
of taxes of the town of BrooksvilieDecember 21, 1911.

THE

—

subscriber hereby gives notice that
j rpHE
JL he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
JOHN D. WHITTAKER, late of FRANK-

LIN,
in

the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebteu thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
G. M. Whittaker.
East Orland, Me., Dec,112,1911.

given

1

j

j

^PHB subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JOHN E.
WEBSTER, late of ELLS-

WORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All per
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMabel Wkbstkr.
mediately.
Dec. 28, 1911.

ANNUAL MEETING.
riiHE annual meeting of tue Stockholders of
the Hancock County Agricultural SoA
ciety will be held at Merrill & Hinckley’s
store at Bluehill on Tuesday, Jan. 10, 1912, at
to act
2 o’clock p. m
upon the following
bueiueao, to wit:
To hear tbe report of secretary; to hear the
report of treasurer; to elect a board o? directors, and to transact any otheT business
legally brought before said meetiug.
C. 8. Snowman, becretary.
Dec. 28,1911.

Mark-Down Sale

1 SMITH & H AGERTHY

Two Weeks
Continues
Jan.
6;
Sat.,
Opened

old stock that no really desirafrom the many announcements of cut prices on odds and ends of
offers splendid values in a new stock of Hart,
ble furnishings were to be had in Ellsworth, but this new store
and we COULD NOT, if we would,
Schaffner & Marx and Leopold Morse Co. clothing; also Gents’ Furnishings,
old or undesirable. Remember our motto: “Good Goods at Right Prices.
offer
It would

seem

anything

j
j

4

I

Sweaters.

Hen’s Suits.
All of
Were

our new

and

Men’s Suits

up-to-date

Sale

$12.00
15.00
16.50

j

as

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

follows:

price, 8 9.49
“

12.19

“

12.98

CLOTH ES

Marked Down Like All the Rest

18.00

|

20.00

j

22.50

“
“

Don’t
a

our

and

Boys’

have about
!

fifty

Widow Jones.

we

special

Remember the

them.

see

department

be sold at

suits which will

Ask to

prices.

Men’s Suit

Young

52 sales

a

Don’t

name

carry the famous
McMillan Pants in all sizes.

heavy

a

now

number in

this store

Nov. 8, 1911.

was new

all-wool

to

invest.

(»..>()
5.00

year programme, but a straightforward
complete Clearance Sale.

forget that everything in

None better.

Don’t forget—We

this is not

half-yearly
Don’t Forffet—That nothingoutsidoof our regular
stock is offered; we have no other stores to pick from.

Boys’ and Young Men’s Suits.
In

Forget—That

sweater? If you can, now is the time
We have a few dozen all-wool sweaters
which we bought at a very low price, and we want
to give our customers the benefit of them.
So take
advantage of this sweater sale. Here ate our prices:
Heavy all-wool, with or without collars, in gray, garnet, green and white, in five grades, as follows:
Were $7.00
Sale price $4.98

Can you

use a

4.49

450

Heavy

“
4.00
2.98
worsted, with or without collar, in gray, gar-

net, green and
Were $.‘5 00
50
2.00
150

white,

Don’t

forget—All

dress shirts will be sold

Don’t
$1.00

famous

our

shiits will be sold

during

Congress
39c

Congress

this sale for

79c

39c

this sale for

up-to-date (plain
Prices reduced

Overcoats.

!

or

as

Sale

follows:

11.98

16.50

“

13.98

18.00

“

15.29
16.49
17.98

“

22.00 and 22.50

“

l

IT

WILL

RAV

VOU

---'

CO ME

TO

MILES

TO

VISIT

THIS

a

her

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Miss Marian Wilson has
a

visit in

brother, Basse 11 Wescott, for

a

few

weeks.

returned from

Bangor.

Miss Mary Gilpatrick is home from Boston.

Rev. Mr. Allen, of Boston, occupied the
pulpit at the Unitarian church Sunday

.....
.....

William

Hooper,

wife and

left last week for the

they expect

son

Merton

Isle of Pines, where

Irene

is

her

to his studies in Stetson grammar school.

The Boy Scouts were busy shoveling
paths through the snow' Saturday.
Howard Winslow and family, who have
been visiting at Prospect Harbor, are
home.

D. J. McEachern and wife, who have
been

visiting in Boston
Saturday.

and

Portland,

ar-

rived home

The annual business meeting of the
Baptist church has been postponed until
Saturday evening.
Miss Josephine Bunker has returned
from a visit to her home in Sullivan, and
has resumed her
son

duties

as

teacher of

Stet-

grammar school.

chester.

A basket-ball team representing the Bar
Harbor juniors defeated the local junior

exciting game at the
Saturday evening.
Score 25-23. The lineup of the home team
was: Branscomb, r. f.; Smallidge, 1. f.;
Uurvey, e.; Iveney, r. b; Graves, 1. b.
a

fast and

Neighborhood

house

X.

Jan. 9.

Z.

a

ELLSWORTH.
TELEPHONE

in Beifsst

on

8,

H. Preble, born 1854; died

1911.

Fifty-seven
Miss Ellen H.

last

Preble

born in

was

fortable home built in

a

a

The remains of Edgar Hodgdon, who
died at Pretty Marsh Jan. 3, were buried
at Seal Cove cemetery Jan. 7. The
young

com-

clearing made by

township No. 7, at
Morancy pond, some one and

her father in
of

SEAL COVE.

November

years ago

the

COUNTY NEWS.

week

od

R. Abram

was

id

Ellsworth last

busineae.

L^sler Curtis is spending bis vacation in
Connecticut and MttmcbusetU.
Marcellus Coggan. of Boston, spent the
week-end at bis home on Peters
point.

There will be a dance in the town hall
place, was a loser In
tuberculois, and the Saturday evening, Jan. 13. Music by
brave young spirit took its flight after Atherton.
Jean Webster, of Boston, is the
four years of illness.
guest of
Christmas was pleasantly observed by Mrs. Carrie Hinckley at her home on the
man, formerly of thia
the long tight against

bead

one-half

hall Wednesday evening, Feb.
masquerade ball will be gives.
Mrs. H. E. Urindle, whose home, tbt- Orland bouse, was destroyed by fire, Friday, 1
lJec. IS, a brief account of which waa i®
Th* American last week, was for sv .eral
days very ill at the home of her son, 5 r»nk
E. Urindle, the result of excitenunt and
exposure on the flay of the fire. Hut is
now greatly
improved. The house h®4
been the home of Mrs. Urindle about r'i ft j- j
’*»
three years, and for many years was
to the public. In spite of her advanced
age, she hss managed to do more work j
than a majority of younger women. Sym']
land town

14,

blukhill.
James

business.

Tena Weacott, who*has been in
Bucksport the past fail, is at the noiue of
Mias

1

6-2

___

•

when

a

j

Dr. John Holmes and wife, after spendmiles from the nearest neighbor. She was
ing several days in the home of Dr. R. E. the
youogest child of George and Harriet
Philbrook, returned to their home in Martin Preble. A brother John
was
Manchester Wednesday.
Point road.
pathy is extended by all. Since the burndrowned in Morancy pond. She is sur- the children and friends of St. Andrew's I
ing of the Orland bouse, Morrill L. i'uo®
W. A. Walker and wife were called to vived
D. K. (.'base Barker, of
by a sister—Miss Prudence Preble, Sunday school. The exercises took place
a
Calais, spent
has opened hui bouse to the public.
Rockland last week by the death of Mr. and two brothers -Eben and Emerson.
at the hall Thursday
evening, Dec. 28. few day, in town recently, the gueat of
D.
Jan. 8.
Walker’s mother. From there they went
Miss Preble had an active mind, and Rev. S. H. Jobe, of Bar Harbor, gave a Kev. Halph A. Barker and wife.
on to New York and will accompany Mr.
lecture.
Rev. 8. H. Green addressed the
absorbed more from the country school
BUCK8PORT.
At the annual
meeting of the Congregaand Mrs. Hooper to the Isle of Pines.
audience. The decorations, mostly ever- |
than was really taught. She afterward beJesse R. Atwood, one of Bucksjtort’i
tional Sunday school, Mra. W. 1.
1
Jan. 8.
Partridge
G.
were
much admired.
came a successful teacher, in her own and
green,
The gifts to waa re-elected
superintendent for the oldest citixeos, died Monday at the hotoa
neighboring villages, but never long away the children were a pleasure to the little coming year, and was
of his daughter, Mrs. Wentworth WardBAYBIDE.
presented with a
from the spot where the end came sudden- ones, especially the candy and pop-corn
shopping
bag. A vote of thank, was also I well. He was born In Bucksport eighty
Harvey Moore and wife, of North Or- ly Dec. 8.
of
the gifts were sent by
bags. Many
nine years ago. and for many year-* folgiven her for her able work daring the lowed
land, visited friends at Bayside recently.
Ha
his trade of ahip-carpenter.
The family consisted of the two sisters Mrs. Ellen M. Fanning, of Artoria, N. Y.,
past year.
Mr**
leaves a widow, ooe daughter
Mrs. Irene Pomroy, who has been quite sod brother Emerson, and an aged aunt
and every child was remembered. A box
OfWard well, and fro sons-George, of
ill in Gardiner, has recovered and reThe basket ball season
Mrs. Caroline Pettee, who had been token from St. Andrew's was sent to the Sunday
opened Jan. 6. fend, and Treat, of Bnckaport.
turned to her home here.
to their home, after she could no longer be school under Mrs. Fanning’s charge at The opposing team* were Bluehill local,
Miss Pearl Iveney, who has been visit- pared for in her own home. As long as all Astoria, and a letter of hearty thanks re- n. the academy team. It waa a well'dturrttBrmpiU
ing her sister, Mrs. Ethel Doyle, the past were well, the miles to store, poetoffloe ceived from her. This pleasant Inter- played game. The academy hoys won;
icore, 30-22. Manager Hatch la arranging
week, ret urned to her home in Northeast md church were not minded. In the ! change of gifts is to be continued.
Back
Jan.
to
8.
the
Oldtime Remedy ft
games with several high school teams in
summer of 1910, Miss Ellen took the last
Harbor Sunday.
the county.
1
Mrs. Elmer Crockett returned to her Irive out under the beeches and maples,
Dyspepsia.
HANCOCK.
Jan. 8.
Left the waters of the sparkling little lake !
q
You may experiment with many *
home in Winterport
to-day with her
John Martin’s house at Waukeag was
and faced the mountains and the
culled wonderful new discoveries f«
daughter, Miss Isabel, who had to give behind,
the cure of Dyspepsia, Liver trouble
pcean.
The verdict that day in the physi- burned Monday morning.
Moat of the
OHLAND.
up teaching in district No. 1 on account of
or Constipation,—you may spend mut1
cian’s office was that it was the beginning contents were saved.
Capt. Howard Churchill and family an
illneBS. Mrs. Ethelyn Remick has taken
herd earned dollars for the widely *“
pf the end.
H. W. Dunn, of Ellaworth, has been occupying the Alice J. clement
Miss Crockett’s place in the school.
house for
vertleed pilia, powders or tablets, aa<
She went back to days and nights of awarded the oontract for the soldier’s
the winter. Capt. Churchill
Jan. 8.
R.
win work in
after trying them all, you may I®
weariness and suffering, to see the cares mounment here, the fund for which has
Bockaport.
yourself practically no better than wb«
BASS HARBOR.
which she had borne foil upon her sister’s been
raised by subscriptions and by
you commenced.
There is one safe
The baU at the town hall
evethoulders and be powerless to help, ex- small annual appropriations
Monday
Artbnr Black broke his arm starting a
by the town ning, Jan. 1, waa
speedy, reliable, household remedy
largely
and
for
attended,
several years past. The shaft will be
which haa been prepared and sold «
cept that it was her hand which guided
gasoline engine last w eek.
wa* a moat enjoyable effair.
It wa, under
Maine for more than sixty years, «*
ind her mind which controlled. During of Vermont granite eighteen feet
high on ^redirection of Daniel
Miss Halhe Murphy, who has been very I
Hearn, who spared which has given relief to thousands d
:he months of being shut in, her corres- a base six and one-half feet
square. Sur- neither time, work nor
ill the past week, is better.
sick and suffering persons,—the tns
expense to make it
j pondence was large, her letters and notes mounting the shaft will be the figure of a t
success.
The serpentine
Vondel Flye, of Bangor, was here last i
and original L. F. Atwood’s MediciW
march, led by
Old soldier at parade rest. The base will bear
tiways cheery and full of life.
H. Saunders and wife, was
or Bitters.
week and established an express office,
Doubtless your mother ®
friends and new came to her
from Cali- appropriate inscriptions. The monument Irving
very
The hall waa finely
grandmother
with W. C. Town as agent.
pretty.
kept It always in ®
the
will
be dedicated Memorial
decorated,
'ornia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Florida,
day.
house ready for use in time of trouble
solor scheme being red and
Helen and Barron Watson, who have Massachusetts.
green. Reand you will be glad to get back to #
freshment* were served. At intermission
been at home for the holidays, leave to-day
Friends and former pupils went to see
The floor of a large Paris theatre is re- *
after a series of disappointments.
match between Sullivan and
sparring
for M issachusetta to resume their school
• bottle today, and be prepared to *»d
ler, many of whom had never been to the versible, one side being made for
dancing Martin, of Bangor, was a
work.
pleasing feature off sickness. Thirty-five cents at ye®
treble home until she could no longer and the other
carrying the seats, the whole af the evening’s
entertainment. Tbe next
dealer’s
Jan- 8The “L. F.” Medicine Cd
X. Y. Z.
J neet with them, and none came away revolving on a horizontal axis.
—

trip to

William F. Jude spent Friday and Sat-

urday

Dec.

to remain two months.

Ellen

hands when we can hand
or mittens for
39<*

gloves

1

CA8T1NE.
Mrs. Charles Devereux made
Portland last week.

Miss

our

—

The Baptist Sunday school has elected
the following officers: Superintendent, C.
W. Brown; assistant superintendent, D.
G. Hail; recording secretary, Mrs. Susie
Jordan; birthday secretary, Miss Gretchen
Rot he; cradle-roll secretary, Miss Cora
May Phillips; treasurer, Mrs. A. L. Manchester; librarian, Mrs. Rogers; assistant
librarian and organist, Miss Evelyn Man-

team in

land.

without feeling they had received more
given.
Services were conducted by Bev. E. S.
Drew at the borne; interment was in the
family cemetery.
Jan. 8.
H.

OBITUARY.

1.<J9
1.29
98

REMEMBER that the money is waiting here for anv man
who had rather have it than the clothes we sold him
—a
guaranty that only quality goods can carry.
I’lie values arc just as stated. No
exaggeration or
misrepresentation is allowed to appear over t hi
store’s signature. The savings indicated by the figures quoted here are real
money, that yon can hear
jingle as you go out the door.

SALE.

than had been

EAST SULLIVAN.

morning.

Seavey
visiting
Mrs. Walter Jordan and daughter Doromother, Mrs. Percy Winslow.
thy arrived home last week, atter spendPhilip Bunker, of Sutton, has returned ing several days among relatives in RockMiss

COUNTY NEWS.

price, $2.19

.....

“

pair of

—

COUNTY NEWS.

follows:

as

Sale

not suffer with cold

you

price, $10.98

20.00

Do

[Smith & Hagerthy,

|:

grades

Gloves.

convertible

“

15.00

|

a large line of flannel
shirts, blues and
will
sell
whicl
we
79c
during this sale for
grays,
All of our men’s heavy fleeced underwear will be

during

and

Were $15.50

We have

sold

our new

collar)

this sale for

during

of

forget—All

All of

famous

our

in live

1.00

Shirts.

3.89

3.39

Men’s Overcoats.
of

“

•

in this aeries of

dances will be held at Or-

Portland.

Main*.

j

